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THE CARIBS OF DOMINICA

By Douglas Taylor

INTRODUCTION

As the last direct descendants of those first-found "American Redskins," the Island Arawak and the conquering Island Carib, the Caribs of Dominica possess an unique historical and sentimental interest. Today, in fact, they are the only indigenous "Indians" to be found in all the West Indian chain between the Guianas and Florida. Owing, no doubt, to the rugged nature of their homeland, they have outlived their cousins of the other Caribbees (with the partial exception of St. Vincent) by some 200 years. But at last their course is run, and they are fast disappearing. Of their story little is known and less written; and it is with the purpose of recording, before it becomes too late, something of this vestige of a once virile and powerful people, that my own attempt at knowing them has been made.

Dominica was discovered on Columbus' second voyage, and was so named by him for its being first sighted on Sunday, November 3, 1493. In a letter dated 1494, Diego Chanca, the fleet's doctor, gives its native name as Cayrê, though this may have been a confusion with the Arawak term for island or land in general—kaera, as in Turukaera for Guadeloupe, and Iwannakaera for Martinique. However, the population was then of too warlike a nature, and the Caribbees of too little value in the Spaniards' eyes, to warrant any serious attempts at settlement. It is therefore not until well into the seventeenth century that we get any reliable reports—this time from the French missionary fathers—of the Carib Islanders.

Father Raymond Breton spent nearly 25 years among the Caribs of Dominica, and wrote subsequently a Carib dictionary, a grammar, and a translation of the usual prayers, together with a catechism in their tongue. Under the various headings of the dictionary he gives a concise description of the local beliefs, customs, and arts, as well as of the flora and fauna of the island, domestic utensils, weapons, etc. While he deplores what he naturally considers the Caribs' moral laxity in certain respects (drink, women, and especially their insensibility or indifference to the call of religion; he succeeded, he himself tells us, during his 25 years of zeal, in converting only "quelques enfants
sur le point de la mort’), he shows a general liking for his hosts, calls them his friends, and says that theft and lying were unknown to them before the advent of the Christian Europeans—a statement confirmed by La Borde, Rochefort, and Labat. Rochefort further says that while the Caribs of St. Vincent and Dominica were slave owners they never evinced the same cruelty as was common among the whites, but treated their slaves, except for the obligation of work, more like their own children than anything else. Breton gives the native name of Dominica as Wàitukùbuli.

The treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (1748), inasfar as it left the then unsettled island of Dominica “to the undisturbed possession of the native Indians,” was violated by the English only 12 years later, on the pretext that the French had made establishments on the island. From then on until the end of the century these two pillars of civilization ousted one another from their respective nests as often as and whenever opportunity offered; and we can well imagine that between them “the native Indian,” if not exterminated, was driven more and more into the fastnesses of forest and mountain. Writing in 1795, Atwood, in his history of Dominica, mentions as still prevalent the Carib custom of head deformation, and the skill with which even the children used bow and arrow. Even the memory of both is now lost, though as late as 1862 the Dominican Caribs sent the following articles to the London Exhibition: A “nest” of 12 baskets, bows and arrows, hebichet (manioc sifter), rattles, powder flasks, dishes.

Although I know of no records for that time, it is probable that the first half of the nineteenth century was the period of the Dominica Caribs’ final conversion to Christianity, and of the greatest decay in national language, tradition, and custom. An old Carib still living told me that previous to the middle of the last century there was no church in or near the Reserve, but that some Caribs used to go to Marie Galante in their canoes to attend mass, or to have their children baptized.

In 1877, and again some 15 years later, Salyibia, around which the Caribs were already concentrated, was visited by the American ornithologist, Frederick Ober, who appears to have been the first person since the middle of the eighteenth century to take the slightest interest in this last isolated island tribe. It is noteworthy that he is still remembered in the Reserve today by men and women who could have been little more than infants at the time of his visit. Ober’s “Camps in the Caribbees” is a travelog and, as such, unsatisfactory as to ethnological data—as much by lack of detail as by the constant suspicion of inexactitude, or rather, poetic license. I have spoken to several sons and daughters of Ober’s two guides at the time of his first visit, and none of them claims to remember having heard such a story as that told by Ober of his encounter in the forest
with the mad chief who spoke only Carib. Nevertheless, owing to
the Carib’s peculiar reticence, as much with one another as with
strangers, this does not exclude the possibility of such an encounter
having taken place. Likewise, according to present-day Caribs, his
story of the army of coast-bound crabs met with in the mountains
is either grossly exaggerated or refers to a small species known as
the “soldat” or hermit crab—the “cirique” crab disliking the sea,
and the other, black or white, land crabs being rarely found on the
windward coast, or in the regions mentioned. Ober found a num-
ber of older men and women in Salybia who spoke an Indian dialect
as their mother tongue, and even noted the persistence, in that late
day, of the differentiation between men’s and women’s languages.
He mentions the snake legend, and speaks of finding archeological
remains in St. Vincent, but not in Dominica. (I have heard of,
though not seen, old stone implements and “rocks with writing” on
the wooded heights between the Akayu River and the Araturi Ra-
vine.) At the time of Ober’s visits the so-called reserve was some-
what smaller than at present, but there were other Carib lands
and settlements at North End (between the Pegoua and Marigot),
Wesley (La Soie), Calibishie, Penville, Morne Caraïbe, and Délice.

In June 1903 the Carib Reserve in its present form was created
by decree, and its boundaries delimited as extending from the Akayu
(or Raymond) River (some say the Araturi Ravine, and there seems
to be no existing document to settle the matter) to Kuaria (or Big
River), a dry ravine, along the coast, inland, up the latter ravine to
the ridge, and hence down the Ravine Pomme to the Pegoua River,
which the boundary then follows up to Deux Branches, whence it
cuts across in a straight line to the Akayu River. This decree made
no attempt to define the status of the reserve, nor of its inhabitants
and their chief. In point of fact, the Caribs merely continued their
traditional custom of electing from their numbers a chief or head-
man (ubutu), whose duty it is to advise and direct members of the
tribe and to settle such disputes as may arise among them. For
some years prior to 1930 this institution received a degree of official
recognition, with remuneration to the extent of 10 shillings ($2.40)
a month. In return for which the local government held the chief
responsible for order within the reserve generally, and for the upkeep
of the coastal bridle path through Carib territory.

In September 1930, a few days after the hurricane, and a month
after my first visit, the so-called “Carib War” took place. Five
negro policemen invaded the reserve, seized some tobacco and rum
they alleged to be contraband, and made two arrests. Then, a dis-
pute arising, they opened fire on an unarmed crowd of men, women,
and children, killing two and injuring others. The Caribs in their
turn set upon the police with stick and stone and chased them from
the reserve. The upshot of this episode was the discontinuance of the office of chief. The following gleanings, gathered during my often hasty visits to the reserve, half a century after those of Ober, represent fairly well what remains of the Carib language and culture.

Descriptive and Physical

The present Carib Reserve extends along some 8 miles of rugged, irregular coastline in the middle of Dominica's windward side. A series of rocky streams flow from the hills and enter the sea by way of deep wooded ravines and small inlets 2 to 3 miles apart. After a few hours' tropical downpour, they "come down," to use a local expression, changing for the time being into roaring and impassable torrents. Between, rounded shoulders or spurs rise 200 or 300 feet above the shore, and run back up to a central mountain ridge some 3 miles distant from and 2,000 feet above the Atlantic. From here, the land falls sharply in woodland and provision grounds to the valley of the Pegoua River, which forms the inland or western boundary of the reserve (fig. 11).

In all, there may be upward of 3,000 acres, but not more than a tenth of this is capable of any sort of cultivation, by far the greater part being nothing but rock and tuff. A good wide bridle path of red clay, extremely slippery in wet weather, winds in and out near the coast, up and down the steep sides of the intervening spurs. The Caribs' dwellings, though usually well hidden by trees and shrub, are seldom far away from this road. There are but two settlements: one, Bataka, being 15 minutes' climb from Kuaria (or Big River), the northern boundary; the other, St. Cyr, adjoining the road high above the Salybia River. Elsewhere their dwellings are scattered along the hillsides or in the ravines, wherever their owners' fancy or convenience has placed them, some close together, others more than half a mile from their neighbor.

Disease, malnutrition, and miscegenation—results of the American Indian's unfortunate but very real inadaptability to social and economic conditions other than his own—have reduced the tribe to about 400 souls, of whom less than a quarter are entirely free from negro blood.

Physically, the Caribs of Dominica (the product of a cross between the fierce Carib invader and the docile Arawak Islander in pre-Columbian days) are a small though sturdy people, the men averaging around 5 feet 3 inches and the women about 5 feet. I have seen a few decided dolichocephals, even among the purer types, though the latter are usually subbrachycephalic (especially the women), with an index of between 79 and 81. They have straight black hair of coarse texture, which acquires in some a reddish tint through exposure to the sun's rays. Their foreheads are high and broad, their cheekbones
wide, their chins well rounded. Mouths and lips are usually small or medium, the noses straight, and sometimes slightly flattened. Their eyes are rather small and deep-set, long and narrow (with the Mongoloid or epicantlic fold), though not as a rule oblique, and are fringed with long silky lashes. Their ears are large, long, and often lobeless, their feet small, broad, and extraordinarily high-arched.

The girls are round-faced, plump, broad-shouldered, and remarkably straight in the loins. Men and women alike have little or no body hair. Their hue varies (apart from reasons of blood admixture), but is always distinct from any Eurafrican blend, being of a light coppery or "feuille morte" tinge, sometimes likened to dried cinnamon.

Like so many others of his race, the Dominica Indian is reticent by nature, sensitive, and quick to take offense, and given to occasional moods of melancholy and unreasonableness. Indifference, one of his best-known traits, coupled with innate shyness (the patois term "couquia" expresses what I mean here much better than our
“shy.” Originally it was the name for a kind of crab which, when it cannot escape unobserved, will curl up and remain perfectly still, so that by no amount of scrutiny or poking can it be made to show the least sign of life) undoubtedly has been one of the principal causes for the bolder, more hot-blooded negro’s relatively greater success as a lover, and for the increasing proportion of mixed blood in the reserve today. It has, moreover, contributed to the decay and disappearance of language, legend, and custom; and renders doubly difficult today the task of eking out such vestiges of these as still remain.

The war feuds of other days have been replaced by a multitude of petty jealousies and hatreds, but the Caribs still resort to sorcery and piai as instruments of injury and revenge. Though, or perhaps just because, the boutou (war club) of yore has gone forever, that other no less formidable weapon, the tongues of the womenfolk, rages more mercilessly than before. In vain one looks among his present-day descendants for that fierceness which is said to have characterized the Carib of old, earning for him a symbolic association with the Malfini, or Mansfénix hawk.

Much has been made of the Indian’s custom of walking in single or Indian file, and this is as true today in Dominica as ever or elsewhere; but it seems to be the natural outcome of a habit acquired of necessity on forest trails rather than a racial tradition. More significant, perhaps, is the Indian’s peculiarly emphatic, stumpy, forward-falling gait, which, in a manner, is reproduced in his speech, character, and way of life.

The Caribs’ love of travel, in an island where nine-tenths of the population never move without good reason outside a radius of half a mile from their homes, is perhaps worth mention. Few are the men of the reserve who have not at one time or another visited one or all of the neighboring islands of Guadeloupe, Marie Galante, Martinique—and that with the prospect of no more than a wine or rum debauch if lucky, and a term of imprisonment if caught. Others have left the country for Guiana, Bolivia, or Cuba, as opportunity offered, in search of adventure rather than fortune. Men, women, even children, think nothing of a 35-mile tramp, over mountain track and through virgin forest, to Roseau, the capital, for the sole purpose of selling a few baskets or of buying a few yards of sail cloth or a pound of nails. Their business concluded and their money spent, they will take the homeward road immediately and, if only there be a moon to guide them, march all night through to arrive home by day-break.

Whether cause or effect of poverty, I do not know, but the Indian’s proverbial ignorance of the value of money remains as much a fact as his general indifference. In Dominica, at least, he has no other
scale of worth than his present want—I do not say need, advisedly: I have seen a girl starve her baby in order to procure it a baptismal robe it would use only once. When he has made up his mind to buy or sell, the worst bargain in the world will not deter the Carib, nor persuade him to await a better opportunity. On the other hand, he will let you vainly wait months for a basket or some other article you have ordered from him, and appear dissatisfied, if and when he finally condescends to bring it, with the price originally set by himself.

For a number of reasons I have not been able to push my inquiries into Carib life and lore—and especially with regard to the archeological material, which I believe to be plentiful—as far as I should have wished. Perhaps the same petty jealousies of which I have spoken prevented some members of the tribe from communicating to me—or at least prompted them to demand exorbitant sums for their only possibly valuable information—all that they knew of their nation’s language and legend. Less excusable is the crass ignorance of many Creoles, white and colored alike, in a position to know better, as to the nature and aims of ethnological research. The ridicule and suspicions of such individuals in a pseudo-civilized community inevitably render the student’s task all the harder. On the other hand, I am profoundly grateful to those others with whom I have come in contact, of whatever color or race, for their sincere collaboration and loyal friendship.

Social and Sexual

Social organization, in as far as it can be said to exist at all, is extremely slack among the Caribs today, and appears to have been so always. Previously there were two chiefs in Dominica: One for the windward side, another for the leeward side of the island, but their authority was never more than of an advisory or paternal nature, even where it was combined with that of magnétiseur or sorcerer. Even the punishment of crimes committed within the tribe was left to the individuals or family concerned. The chiefs, though often of the same family, seem to have been chosen by common consent for some recognized superiority or sagacity (ordeals of pain or hunger endurance were common) rather than by hereditary privilege. In war time, on the contrary, supreme authority was given to another commander, or war chief, who usually led the combined armies of Dominica and Guadeloupe. Today, in spite of certain local prejudices and jealousies, the only social unit which can be said to subsist is the family.

No puberty ceremonies have survived. Nevertheless, girls and women maintain a certain seclusion at their menstrual periods, especially the first, and do not leave the house, even to bathe in the river or for their personal necessities. Were they to do so, it is said
that the "fresh" odor of their blood would cause the "dog spirits" to follow and attack them and any other person who might take the same track. Actual contact with such blood would bring about local swelling, while any man so foolish as to have connection with a menstruating woman would inevitably suffer from severe backache and general debility for some time after. In Creole patois, a woman's menstrual period is known as her moon, and the Indians, formerly at any rate, held the moon to be responsible for this "sickness."

Chastity is not considered of importance in the unmarried, whether man or woman, as is evinced by the prevalence and good treatment of "outside children" in married households. Without demur, a husband will often support, together with his own legitimate offspring, three or four of his wife's children from various prenuptial lovers; his own illegitimate progeny, if any, remain with their mother. Conjugal infidelity, while regarded in a more serious light, seldom, if ever, leads to a permanent separation or estrangement.

Love, as we understand it, is not recognized, although instances of it no doubt exist. Carib girls usually are taken, soon after if not before they reach puberty, by surprise attack, although not by force. By that I mean (and I understand the word wârikad to mean) that a young man will watch for an opportunity and ambush a girl when she goes to the river or into the woods alone. If discovered, he will chase, catch, and hold her by force, although he will not resort to rape if she still resists him. The curious thing about this is that in no case will the girl shout or call for help or otherwise betray her presence to anyone passing near, when once she is caught; while, on the other hand, even should she submit, she probably will go straight home and tell her mother, knowing full well that in all likelihood she will receive a beating in consequence. This attitude may be explained, perhaps, by the Carib girl's profound sense of shame (see word couquia), combined with deep-rooted inherent passivity.

The aims of marriage are practical, the main reason being the desire to found a family as an independent economic unit. No established custom with regard to marriageable parties is recognized today, but marriages between crossed cousins (a girl with her paternal aunt's son, a boy with his maternal uncle's daughter) are still common. Although no prenuptial tasks are demanded of the Carib youth today, certain restrictions are sometimes placed on him during his period of courtship, which, for example, may be limited to a monthly or bimonthly visit.

Weddings (as also baptisms) are celebrated according to the rites of the Catholic Church, and are followed by a dance and drinking bout in the home of the bride's parents, where the couple henceforth take up their residence until such time as they are able to build and establish a home of their own.
It is not usual for husband and wife to spend the whole night together—each retires to sleep on a separate couch or mat.

Rochefort mentions the fact that the Island Carib of his day never touched a pregnant woman. This is still true, be the woman his own wife or another.

I have heard a married woman protest that she was not normally pregnant, but that a piaî had put a tête-chien (dog-headed Dominica constrictor) in her belly. On the other hand, legend reports this snake as having had connections with women in the old days.

Parturition is accomplished in a squatting or sitting posture (in the old days by straddling a hammock split lengthwise down the middle), and with the assistance of some old sage-femme, whose manipulations and remedies are of very doubtful benefit to the patient. After giving birth, the Carib woman remains confined to the house for 40 days; i.e., until her "retour de couches."

Suckling by the mother is general, and often of long duration. I came across a little boy of about 4 years, who, after helping his elder sister to carry up water from the river, used to claim and obtain refreshment from his mother’s "tote-totes" (breasts; children’s speech, possibly from Carib “totaka,” to support). In the all-too-frequent event of a woman dying in childbirth, the maternal aunt or even the grandmother will suckle the infant. I was told that any woman who once has borne, irrespective of age, may induce lactation by the use of certain herbs, some applied locally, others taken internally. I was unable to learn their names, with two exceptions: the ripe fruit of the corossol (Anona maronica) and a berry they call kurupum (Renealmia exaltata (?)). Whatever the cause, I myself witnessed the case of a woman whose youngest child was a grown man, giving the breast with apparent success to her niece’s newborn baby.

Clever as the Carib woman would seem to be in inducing the rise of her milk, so her attempts to get rid of it appear clumsy to us. When the time for weaning has come, her usual procedure is to milk herself onto a fire stone, or, better still, into the nest hole of a species of large black ant, known locally as fourmis mordantes.

The naming of infants has, nowadays, become confused with Christian baptism, though the baptismal name itself is rarely, if ever, used in after life, its place being taken by another, chosen concurrently. Despite the priest’s protests, baptism is delayed until at least one month after birth—that is, until the septa of the cranium have joined. The choice of names falls to the godparents—to the godfather in the case of a boy; to the godmother in the case of a girl. Carib names, such as Wàkanik, Mãrūka, Cîmanàri, are known to have been used as recently as 20 years ago, but no living example remains. The nonbaptismal name now takes their place. Most families bear surnames, or, as they call them, "titles"—relics, in all
probability, of their forefather’s conversion and of the name of his white godfather. Such today are Dauville, Lucien, Viville, John, Darroux, Benjamin, etc. But already these names are falling into disuse and being forgotten even by their bearers, who designate the individual by attaching the patronymic to the name—so, Norbert John, the son of John Jules, the son of Jules Benjamin. Friends sometimes “swap” or exchange names.

The Carib of Dominica retains the Indian’s traditional dislike of the indiscriminate use of his name. In ordinary forms of address he almost always uses “compère,” “commère” (the old “gossip”), “cousin,” “chef,” “babe,” “boy,” etc. He habitually refers to people by a nickname (Popote, Fanfan) or by abbreviating the real name (Ma’ Ham for Madame Hamilton). When traveling or staying in some other part of the island or abroad, he invariably changes his name, adopting for the time what Roth calls a “nom de voyage.” The reason for this, as explained to me by a Carib friend, is that “nobody can do you anything (piaï, charm) when they do not know your right name.” This idea that the name is part and parcel of the thing or person to whom it belongs, and the adoption of a false denomer, in order to trick the nefarious genii, is, I believe, peculiarly Indian. Thus, before going to the provision grounds or to the woods for food, a mother of the old school will tell her children that she is going to “fouiller fourmis” (dig for ants), fearing that she would be unlucky and return empty-handed should she pronounce the real name, and say (for example) that she was going to look for wawa (wild yam: Rajana cordata L.).

Forms of greeting are seldom used by the Caribs. Even after a long absence, a man will arrive with a simple “I am come,” and take leave, before a long separation, with no more than “I am going.”

Women and children eat in the kitchen apart from the men and after the latter have finished. I understand that this habit is peculiar, in Dominica, to the Caribs; though it would seem to be more a matter of convenience than custom in a community where the women do all their own housework. Vestiges of taboo seem to subsist with regard to the eating of certain foods. One old woman gave as the reason for not eating a species of sea crab, called âgaya, that the latter sometimes “had to do with women.” She averred that this crab, were it to meet a girl or woman on the beach, would crawl up and urinate on her leg, thus rendering her pregnant for him. We read that the Caribs of other days would not eat hen, turtle, or eel for fear of thereby acquiring the unworthy characteristics of these beasts. There are Caribs in Dominica today who, for similar reasons, will not touch the meat of shark, conger eel, or an elsewhere widely consumed variety of fish, locally known as “vive.”
On the other hand, Caribs consider the white man’s custom of manuring land as disgusting, and would never knowingly eat food so grown. The finding of dung in a provision ground is sufficient reason for abandoning a part or the whole of the cultivation. A serious dispute arose, while I was in the Reserve, because one family accused members of another family of leaving excrement on their land. Perhaps this is one more reason why the Caribs’ gardens are so far from their dwellings.

There does not seem to be any hard and fast rule with regard to the division of labor between the sexes, except such as physical fitness dictates. Hunting, fishing, sawing, land clearing, canoe and house building are obviously men’s occupations, here as elsewhere. Work on the provision ground is fairly evenly shared. Twine and cords, torches, shark oil, Carib panniers, manioc sifters, and “couleuvres” are made by men usually, though not exclusively. Vegetable oil (palma Christi, known here as “carapat”), open, radial kitchen and garden baskets (corbeilles), the cleaning and (until recently) spinning of cotton, the preparation of farine and cassava bread—except for the grating of the manioc, at which the men often help—and all other household duties are women’s work. Although a Carib be returning straight to his house after a fishing expedition, he expects his women folk to meet him on the shore and to carry the fish home. When compelled to carry a load himself, the Carib man always puts it on his shoulder or back, whereas the women have adopted the Creole negro custom of bearing burdens on the head.

River bathing is a daily habit with all Caribs, but once a month the Carib man takes a special kind of bath in the privacy of his own home with water in which certain herbs have soaked. The names of three so used are: the sensitive plant (Mimosa pudica), sou marqué (Cassia bicapsularis), and kudjuruk (or kugururk—unidentified). The bath must be taken on the night when the moon is new or “good” (that is, for planting), and its object is that of a spiritual antiseptic, said to counteract and defeat the evil effects of possible sorcery or piaï directed against the bather during the preceding moon.

A few simple remedies used by the Caribs of Dominica today are, in the case of—

Local inflammation: Half of an ember-baked green papay applied hot as a poultice.

Internal contusion: The gum of the lowland red gommier (Bursera gummi-fera) as a plaster.

Wounds and cuts: The pounded heart of the kanu tree(?), together with salt. Shark oil and pimento leaves are also used, as is the fat of the Tête-Chien boa.

Flux, or intestinal chill: An infusion of the bark or roots of the wild white guava.
Colic: An infusion of the seeds or leaves of the bay tree (Carib, āchuru: *Pimenta acris*).

Debility in women: A concoction made from the tuber called Carib (or red) chalotte (*Cipura* sp.).

Lack of appetite: Water in which has soaked Cimaruba chips (wild quassia, *Simarouba amara*).

These are straightforward household simples. Others partake more of the nature of charms. Of the latter, the best known are: "Surette de montagne," a sweet-smelling vine found only in the depths of the high-woods, and "l'envers carafbe" (*Maranta indica* sp.?), a rare species of small-leaved native arrowroot (not the ordinary white or red maranta) with reddish leaf stems and tubers that go straight down and are said to intertwine or "plait" themselves. Native tobacco and a stupefying variety of ivy, or caapi, are known, but are not, as far as I could learn, now used. Earth or clay is eaten by some, but the practice is regarded as a vice by the community. On the other hand, many vouch for the good effects of one's own or another's urine, drunk warm, as a cure for poisoning or stomach ache (an emetic?); while others chew the gum of the gommier (*Dacyrodites hexandra* and *Iecia heptaphylla*) in order to improve their wind."

An aphrodisiac, known as "poudre pine tortue" (powdered turtle's penis) is made and sold in the island.

"A Carib does not dream for nothing," I was told. He believes his dreams announce or portend grave events affecting himself, his family, or his friends. It certainly is amazing how often such omens prove correct.

All serious sickness and death itself are looked upon, not as the result of disease or age, but as the works of extra-natural agencies known as piai. Thus, little confidence is placed in ordinary medical means of restoring health. The Caribs do not fear death, but are terrified at the idea of the hospital, and especially of being separated from their home environment in their last moments.

A piai, to become effective, must be instituted by three persons—usually two men and a woman. The actual harm in any piai is wrought by spirits who have, so to speak, no personal grievance, but, bullet-like, are merely unleashed and set onto a given person when he or she unwittingly touches some object—such as a stick or branch placed across the path—harmless in itself, but magically dealt with by the piai men in order to make it the agency for releasing the piai. So one may, by good luck or cunning, escape a piai intended for oneself, or fall, by ill chance, under a piai intended for somebody else.

"They are taking life tonight," said an old Carib friend of mine the night he died of what I took to be a pleurisy brought on by the enforced wearing of wet clothes. I have often wondered whether he referred to the persons he believed to have bewitched him or to the death spirits themselves. Three years later (two weeks ago as I write now)
his widow assured me that it was useless for me to try to save their
10-year-old daughter, as the child had fallen under the same spell
as the father, and had been sick ever since the latter's death. The
girl was well grown, but very thin, and had swellings on neck and
shoulders. She said her whole body hurt her. At the time I last
saw her alive she kept vomiting a light colorless froth, and had a very
quick pulse and normal temperature. At her own request I procured
eggs and milk for her, and sent for the doctor on my own responsibility.
But the message was either distorted or misunderstood, for the doctor
neither sent any word nor put in an appearance; and when, 5 days
later, the girl died, she was buried without a certificate, as is customary
in the reserve. If, as is probable, it was a case of tubercular menin-
gitis, an immediate operation might have saved the child's life.

Death is announced as soon as it takes place by a single protracted
blast of the conque shell (corne lambi). Law and hygiene demand
that burial take place within 24 hours (though Labat records having
seen the body of a Carib dead several months and perfectly preserved
through the use of roucou, Biza orellana), but this is preceded, whenever
possible, by a wake to which all and sundry come to make pigs of
themselves on the rum provided. When the last "grog" is drunk
and the coffin—made on the spot by some of the men present—nailed
down, a procession is formed to conduct the corpse to the little ceme-
tery of Sainte Marie, the last home of the last Antilleans. The reading
of a French prayer by some old woman more literate than the rest,
the tolling of a cracked bell, and the coffin is bestowed in a hastily
dug grave almost within reach of the Atlantic waves. Burial in the
foetal posture under the floor of the karbé was suppressed by the
priests some 70 years ago. The depth of the grave as dug today is
supposed to be equal to the length of the body.

Eight days after the burial a sort of second wake is held in the house
where the deceased died. In the event of this not having been his or
her usual abode, two wakes, or "prières," as they are called, are held.
The deathbed is decorated with white flowers, candles, and objects
having belonged to the dead man or woman. Until midnight women
and girls sit around a table and sing French cantiques, while men and
boys wander about, chatting and drinking. Fires are then lighted
outside the house and cocoa and cassava bread prepared and offered
to those present. At this time the girls usually pair off with the boys
and disappear into the bushes, while the older men and women sit
round the fire drinking rum and telling tales and conundrums. Some-
times a sort of ronde, or Reigen, is danced around the fire before the
dispersal at daybreak. The meaning and object of this ceremony
seems to be a kind of spiritual fumigation to rid the house of the now
nefarious spirit of the new dead, which continues to lurk there after
burial, as perhaps also of the evil powers that caused the death.
The belief in the "uncanny" quality of the newly dead as well as of the newborn and yet unnamed child is very widespread. Whatever its origin, the local priests condemn this ceremony; and several have assured me that there is nothing in the Christian religion to justify it.

Until recent years a type of wrestling was much practiced by the Dominica Caribs whenever they were drunk or quarrelsome. I have never witnessed it personally, but from the accounts of all those who have, it seems to have been more in the nature of a sporting contest than of an aggressive attack.

**Childhood: Games and Pastimes**

Fred Ober wrote of the Carib children of Dominica in 1877 that they should be the happiest on earth because of their freedom to play and wander naked among rocks and river pools. Perhaps. But children the world over are usually happy as long as they are well, and rarely appreciate relative advantages or disadvantages. The street urchin of our own lands takes the "slings and arrows of outrageous fortune" as much for granted as does the pampered darling of wealthy parents his movies, candy, and other luxuries.

One may still find Carib youngsters clothed as nature made them running around and about their homes. This does not mean that they never wear clothes, but merely that dressing is to them what dressing up is to our children. The school has come to Salybia since Ober's time, and although few of the present generation of young Caribs have learned anything of value to them there, they have come to regard the everyday use of clothes and shoes together with the talking of broken English as marks of especial superiority. Can we blame them? The Negro policemen who have established themselves in the reserve despite Carib protest, the Negro storekeeper in Marigot where they run errands for their parents, their own Negro school-master—they all do these things, and who shall deny that such august personages are their Carib elders' superiors in authority, wealth, and knowledge of the world?

Undemonstrative as they are, the Caribs show a great deal of affection for their children, and an almost equal reluctance to discipline or punish them. In consequence, the children do pretty much as they please, and neither eat, sleep, nor bathe at regular hours; but get their whack of coffee, rum, or whatever else is going. Like other young people brought up in the tropics, they seem apathetic when compared with those of northern climes, and will often sit quiet and idle in a corner for hours rather than bestir themselves to go out and play. Even their games are usually of a sedentary order. In "pick-up," a game common to several parts of the world, the players squat opposite
one another and try to pick up from a heap before them a given number of nut shells in time to catch another they have just thrown in the air. Story telling and the asking of conundrums are among their favorite pastimes—as indeed they are those of their elders when these have leisure, as at a wake or during a "prière." Some of the stories are hashed-up versions of our own fairy lore and legend, while others have a more local flavor. Here is one of the latter:

A little girl wanted to visit her Nène-nène (marraine, godmother), who lived on the other side of a deep, wide river. When she reached its banks, she met a woman whom she asked to carry her across. The woman—who was no other than Maman d’ l’Eau herself (Water-Mama, protectress of all fish)—said she would do so willingly were it not for fear of being betrayed. The little girl promised secrecy and was borne to the other side. When she arrived at her godmother’s house everybody wanted to know who had helped her to cross the river. At first she refused to tell, but on being pressed, finally gave the secret away. Just before she set out for home her godmother gave her three seeds, one of gombo (or ochra), one of pois (pea, perhaps the pois doux shade tree, Inga laurina), and one of lavandre (Renealmia caribbacea, not our lavender), telling her to drop one each time she heard the Fou-fou (sp. humming bird, smaller than that known as colibri) sing. When the girl had gone a little way, Fou-fou came flying over her head and sang:

"Cassa-linon bi-bi, cassa-linon bi;
O-bi-a, qui trahit Maman d’ l’Eau.
O-bi-a, qui trahit Maman d’ l’Eau."

(N. B.—In Carib, cassa means porpoise, bibi is the word of address for mother.)

Thereupon the girl dropped the lavandre seed, which immediately grew into a big bush whose blossom Fou-fou stopped to suck. Later, when the bird had caught up with her and repeated its song, she dropped the gombo seed, and the same thing happened again. By the time she got to the river she had dropped all three seeds, but the humming bird was still far behind, busy with the flowers of the pois tree. Maman d’ l’Eau asked if she had been betrayed. The little girl said no, and was carried across as before. She had reached the other bank safely, and was well on her way home, when Fou-fou arrived at the river, singing its song, and alighted on Maman d’ l’Eau’s outstretched hand. Maman d’ l’Eau was so enraged with her spy—for such the humming bird was—for his delay, that she seized and tore him in four pieces.

Here, perhaps, is the explanation of a phrase I have heard used by one or two children, when they did not wish to go unaccompanied on some errand: "Fou-fou ké fai’ moin perd’—the Fou-fou will lead me astray." Again:

A young man, Lé, falls in love with a beautiful girl, Lidha, who unfortunately is "moumou," that is, deaf and dumb. Nevertheless he marries her. One day he goes to the woods to hunt. He kills many birds, but instead of bringing them home, he covers his body with their rotting carcasses. Malfini, the mansfénix or West Indian hawk, flies to Lidha’s hut and sings:

"Lidha, Lidha, Lé mourut en bois,
La-çi-vo-ka."
Lidha perceives that something is wrong, and follows Malfini, who leads her to the woods and repeats his song. On reaching the place where Lé is lying, Malfini repeats the song a third time, and Lidha recovers her hearing and speech.

Or:

A newly married man notices that his wife habitually gets up and leaves the hut as soon as she supposes him to be asleep. He follows her secretly to the river, where, after singing the following incantation,

"Yantibu, my dear, my dear,
Yantibu;
Ma-sa-zing po-lian-pang—ça malheureux:
Sababap, sabap,"

she turns into a crabier (sp. egret) and flies away.

The next day he challenges his wife to a singing contest, and, when she declares she knows no more, repeats the above lines himself, whereupon the woman turns back into a crabier, flies onto the roof, and is shot by the husband.

(N. B.—Yan in the first line and lian in the third line would seem to be parts of the Carib verb, n-ic etc., I do, or say. Tibu is the pronominal suffix for thee.)

Another story, of which I have never been able to get a complete version, tells of a man who used to go to the house of a “zombie” (spirit) and sing:

Touk-téka touk, ancou-bab,
Mo-koûkoua, mo-koûkoua, li teng teng

in order to make the spirits come out and dance. It appears he came to a bad end, poor fellow. Whether the words have a meaning or not I cannot say. Some say “mo-kék’ra” instead of “mo-koukoua.”

The conundrums, common to most of the islands, are innumerable, and of the following order:

(What is it that) has no roots when it has leaves, and no leaves when it has roots?—(Answer) A sailing vessel.

A child that beats its mother?—(Answer) A pestle.

Water standing upright?—(Answer) Sugarcane.

Before asking a conundrum one must challenge with the words "Tim-tim," whereupon the challenged answers “bras chesse (bras see).” Similarly, before starting out to tell a tale, it is usual to preface the words “Criç crac.”

In the water game called “Maman d’l’Eau,” after the Fish-Mamma—a personage, by the way, whose reputed presence in certain pools at certain seasons still commands the very real respect of the grown-ups—the child who is “it” asks the others in turn whether they eat flesh or fish. Those who say flesh may go free, while the more daring spirits who reply “fish” must be caught, ducked, and devoured.

Tops and stilts are known and made on the reserve from local materials.

The black wax of the native wild stingless bee (miel sur) is used by children and others for modeling grotesque human and animal figures.

Out of six left-over strands of larouman, many children make a kind of fingerstall, which contracts and holds fast the finger unwarily in-
serted (fig. 12). It is known as an "attrappe-la-main," or "wife leader."

They also make two toy figures from strands of split coconut palm. One, accordionlike and sometimes several feet long, they call a "musique" (fig. 13) (Roth found these among the Guiana Indian children, who call it a rattle); the other, known as "soufHette" (or whistle) strangely resembles in miniature the large trumpets of spirally rolled manjagua bark from the Rio Uaupes, described by Roth.

Perhaps one reason why the Carib child does not "waste" energy in play is that he or she is expected at an early age to exert himself or herself to help the parents with their tasks: Carrying up water from the river, running errands, and so on. Later they work in the provision grounds, catch crayfish, and cut or carry lourouman from the woods for basket making—and all this in conjunction with supposedly daily attendance at school. I have seen girls of 12 sent off with a nine-hand bunch of bananas (70 pounds or more) on their heads, carry it without any rest over 10 miles of rough hilly road, and return some hours later with a heavy basket load of provisions. Nor is this to be regarded as the result of unkindness: the parents impose much harder tasks upon themselves, and are ignorant of the requirements of immaturity. What wonder, then, if such premature labor, often coupled with an insufficiency of sleep and nourishment, result in a small-statured race who mature late (the average age for puberty in girls is 15) and grow old early? The Carib children of Dominica undoubtedly owe such health and strength as they possess to a sound stock, to their daily baths in the river pools, and to the sun's rays that constantly embrace their little bodies; but I very much doubt whether their lot, today at any rate, is as enviable as Ober supposed it to be.

Shelters, Huts, and Houses

Temporary shelters, known generally as ajoupas or, among the Carib, as karbé, are often built in the woods or elsewhere where there
is work to be done. Two, three, or more young saplings are cut and
their ends stuck in the ground, or simply bent over to form what may
be called the rafters. These are joined at their free ends by one or
more tie beams and attached to two uprights sunk in the ground.
The whole is covered with the leaves of the ailes mouche (Carludovica
plumieri) or, where available, of yanga (?).

Until recent times the usual but now rare dwelling of the Dominica
Caribs is known as the muinan (French spelling), the koubouya of the

Roucouyenne Indians. This is a simple structure consisting of a
ridge pole supported by a main post at either end (fig. 14). The
rafters, crossed by rods (gaulettes) to which the thatch is tied, reach
to the ground. The whole is covered with cane straw, vetiveria, or,
mored, with the leaf of the yattaghu palm (Syagrus sp.). The
lianas, called mibi and calabouli, are used to tie the thatch to the
thatching rods, which are made of wood or bamboo. An interesting thing about
these muinans (fig. 15), of which several
are still in use as dwellings, is that they
were commonly built double, one within
the other, after the style of a Carib pan-
nier, in order better to withstand storms.

Most kitchens in the reserve (in the
West Indies the kitchen is always in an
outhouse, even in the homes of the
whites), though curiously enough few dwellings, take the form of an
improved muinan, raised on posts and runner beams several feet from
the ground, the sides boarded in, and the roof covered with coconut
or yattaghu palm thatch (fig. 16). This type of house appears to
correspond to the taboui of Cayenne.

The most common type of dwelling house today—though only in
the last 15 to 20 years has it become so—is the regularly built hut,
rised some 2 to 4 feet from the ground on piles, with flooring and

1 The palm called "yattaghu" or "yattahou" has a leaf similar to the glou-glou, no spines, and corresponds
to Duss, Syagrus in every respect except that the nuts are only half the size he mentions.
walls of hardwood boards and roof of shingles (preferably from caconier: *Ormosia dasycarpa*, or bois lézard: *Vitex divaricata*). This type of hut is found, with variations, all through the islands, and does not appear to be of native origin. The wood is usually cut and hewn into shape by the future owner, the foundations dug with the help of friends, the house raised (or mounted) with the assistance of a professional carpenter (who may take 25 or 30 shillings for his work), and the roof covered in 1 day at an almost ceremonious gathering of by no means abstemious helpers and friends.

The following are among the commoner woods employed by the Caribs in house building:

**Stakes and piles.**—Mangle rouge (*Rhizophora mangle* L.) and mangle blanc, acouqui (*Bucida buccera* L.).

**Boards.**—Bois bander (*Chiona glabra*), bois rivièr (*Chimarris cymosa*), bois sept ans (*Meliosma* sp.), noyer (*Zanthoxylum tragodes*).

**Posts.**—Balata (*Minusops* sp.), carapite ("black-heart," possibly *Amanoa caribbaea* (?), not to be confused with carapate).

**Rafter.**—Angelin (*Andira inermis*), caconier (*Ormosia dasycarpa*).

**Laths.**—Bois rivièr (*Chimarris cymosa*).

**Beams.**—Bois lézard (*Vitex divaricata*), laurier caca (*Guettarda parvifolia*), laurier rose (a sweet-smelling wood of reddish hue, large tree. Not the so-called rose laurel of other islands).

**Basketry**

Together with the building of dugout canoes, basketry now constitutes the Caribs’ main industry and source of revenue. Apart from those destined for sale, they make other articles for domestic use of a superior quality, and which seldom are seen outside the reserve.

The materials used today, and the manner of their preparation, are as follows:

(1) Larouman or, more correctly, l’uarumâ (*Ischnosiphon arouma*), the itirite of the Guiana Indians. A slender, palmlike reed with long spatulate leaves, attaining from 12 to 15 feet in height. Cut and tied in bundles of 70 to 100 stems and brought down to the coast, where it is spread out on the beach to dry in the sun for several days. Without this process, during which it acquires an agreeable red russet color, the stems would soon become brittle and unworkable. Some of them are subsequently steeped for a couple more days in “mudholes” by the riverbank, where they take on a fine shiny black. The blackened stems are, however, less strong than those not so treated. Before use, each stem is split in four or six strands which are then drawn between a knife blade and the finger until the pith is removed and they have been made fine enough for the work in view. If white strands are wanted, as for the linings of Carib panniers, they may be obtained by scraping the outer surface of red strands, or merely by laying these inner side uppermost.
(2) Roseau (Gynernium saccharoides), a sugarcane-like reed found near water. The midrib of the leaf is peeled, bleached by laying it in the dew, and dried in the sun. While inferior to larouman in strength, it is of a purer white, and is therefore used in small decorative baskets and for plaiting hats. Its cane, employed for edging Carib panniers, is merely peeled and scraped.

(3) Racines-palmiste, the aerial, reddish colored roots of the mountain palmiste (Euterpe montana, Areca regia). Used especially for making shoulder carry-alls. Cut, peeled, and scraped, then split into two or three strands according to their size and to the worker’s requirements.

(4) Mibi (Stigmatophyllum puberum), liane-pomme (Merecuja sp.), liane grise, calabouli, and corde caco are the local names of varying and differently used lianas. The first requires only to be scraped, after which it may be dyed yellow or mauve—in the first instance by steeping it in the expressed juice of a small-bush carrot-like fruit, locally called saffron; in the second case, by soaking it in an infusion of the leaves of a small or medium sized tree known as “tan” (?)—not Byrsonima spicata, which is also known as “tan.” Liane-pomme (the water lemon of the English Creoles) is only peeled before use, while the others require no preparation.

(5) Latanier (Thrinax sp.). The septa of the mature leaves are split in two and worked before becoming too dry.

(6) Bamboo. Dried indoors and split into fine strands.

(7) Balizier (Heliconia bihai and H. caribbea). The midrib is sun-dried and parallel lengths tied with twine to form simple roll-up mats.

(8) Bakua (Pandanus sp.). As (5).

(9) Vétiver (Vetiveria odorata). The leaf is bleached by boiling, dried in the sun, and split in two for plaiting into hats, etc.

(1) Carib panniers (pagâra) are made in wicker (“Armadillo”) pattern, multiple weft, and in duplicate. The inner lining, or “mama,” is all white, while the outer covering, or “skin,” is usually worked in two or more colors (fig. 17). Between these two component parts a layer of sun-dried cachibou (Maranta cachibou) or balizier leaves is arranged carefully to render the basket watertight. The orthodox style consists of a receptacle and a cover (both in duplicate), the latter having two-thirds the depth and a foundation of four strands more than the former, over which it fits tightly. Made in all sizes and shapes, the commonest average, without the cover, is about 30 by 24 inches by 18 inches deep. Some are as large as an old-fashioned trunk, while others, of miniature dimensions, are made in “niches” of 9 or 12 baskets that fit into one another after the manner of a Chinese puzzle. A game-basketlike variety of identical construction, but whose width is about one-third its height and a quarter its length
as to admit being slung by a cord from the shoulder), is known as "portemanteau." "Valise" is the name given to a still more flattened type (fig. 18).

There are only two or three Caribs left in Dominica who claim to know how to make baskets of the so-called tressed variety, and those examples of the latter I so far have seen must be classed as of freak

![Figure 17.—Carib pannier and cover.](image1)

rather than orthodox pattern. Probably as the market for the better work grew worse—the average price for the ordinary Armadillo pagâra has fallen in 10 years from a dollar to a shilling—the older men ceased to interest themselves in these ornamental wefts and the young men never learned them.

![Figure 18.—Valise.](image2)

Other utensils manufactured from larouman strands are:

(a) The "panier cocaille," used for storing eggs, etc., in shape somewhat resembling an openwork basket with hexagonal base (fig. 19). Made in open hexagonal weave with horizontal cross-weave. About 1 foot to 18 inches across.

(b) The "hébichet," or cassava sifter, made in the alternate one-over-and-under-two pattern, either round or, less commonly, rectangular (fig. 20). The projecting strands are bound onto a double-hoop edging made from two superimposed lengths of a stout liana known
locally as corde caco (*Heteropteris platyptera*). The rectangular variety are of closer weave and somewhat resemble trays.

(c) Cassava squeezer (fig. 21) (matapi or couleuvre, so called) has gone out of general use and become extremely rare in the last 20 years through neglect or inability on the part of the younger generation in their manufacture. The domestic article measures 4½ to 5 feet in length and about 4 inches across the mouth when not in use; its making entails the use of a great deal of larouman, of time, and of care. The local method seems to have been that described by Roth with regard to the Guiana productions, except that here the final strands seem to have been bound around a liana or bamboo ring sometimes instead of being woven into the more usual stirrup-like contrivance for taking the lever. I have endeavored to reintroduce their manufacture and general use, especially with regard to the smaller models, which might form an article of sale to tourists.

(d) Matùtu, or Carib tables. These have quite disappeared today, though some old men remember having seen them in their youth. From such descriptions as the latter could give me, they would seem to have resembled the rectangular hébichets, with short sticks, about 18 inches in height, set into the four corners. From all verbal accounts they were made of larouman, and not, as some authors state, from latanier (*Thrinax* sp.).

(e) Finger traps, or "wife leaders", as they are sometimes called, are also made of larouman, but have been described already in the section entitled "Childhood: Games and Pastimes."

(2) Roseau is often used, mixed with larouman, in Carib panniers destined for sale. It is of a purer white than the latter and more easily worked. The cane itself invariably forms the bordering or edging of the panniers. In recent years hats have been woven by the
women from this material. Fans resembling those of the Guiana Indians are woven in Dominica today, though curiously, not by the Caribs themselves, from a mixture of roseau and larouman strands (fig. 22).

(3) Racines-palmistes, the reddish and, in the big tree, aerial roots of the mountain palmiste (Areca sp., Euterpe montana), provide exceedingly stout strands which might serve a number of purposes, but are used almost exclusively for the manufacture of shoulder baskets (patois has "djolâ" and "conten", more rarely the Carib "catoli"; Roth calls them knapsacks) (fig. 23). They are made here in both close and openwork weave, the former being more common, and of the alternate, one-strand-over-and-under-two-others (which latter are in pairs) pattern. The openwork mesh is of the diagonal type, with interpolated horizontal weft.

(4) These lianas are used, as is bamboo, in making round and oval-based baskets with simple radiate warp and over-and-under-one weft. Since they have a handle hooped over the top, these are known generally as "paniers à l'anse." The warp strands cross at their centers in superimposed groups of four or six, and into these the weft is woven spirally—at first over and under each successive pair, then over and under each successive strand. Market baskets are made from mibi, while the stouter lianas are used in those made for carrying produce from the provision grounds. It seems likely, as Roth suggests with regard to similar baskets in Guiana, that this type is of African and not native origin.
(5) Latanier (Thrinax sp.), a fan-shaped palm which seems to have been used in the past, according to old authors, much more than at the present time, having then served in the manufacture of tables, squeezer, and even baskets. Perhaps the palm has become scarcer, or it may be that the authors were mistaken. Within the reserve its use is confined today to broom making, and to plaiting and sewing its septae into a sort of game basket (fig. 24) they call "djokom". The people in another part of the island (Penville), where there used to be many and still are a few Caribs, also make of latanier a kind of sack which they use for pressing their manioc.

(6) Bamboo is used as well as for the round baskets mentioned in (4) for making sambwa, a kind of round basket with narrowed mouth, used for carrying fish caught off the rocks. It is also employed as an alternate to cotton thread in making kali, a local variety of fish pot or landing net used for catching flying fish (fig. 25). The sambwa is, except for its shape, of similar construction to the round radial-type baskets and has a cord handle. The kali have a bamboo frame and handle and an open hexagonal mesh (similar to that of the panier cocaille) of cotton thread or bamboo.

(7) Simple roll-up mats (fig. 26), on which children or others may sleep, are made from the balizier leaf, dried and bound together horizontally to the required length by Bromelia twine.

(8) Bakwa (Pandanus sp.) and (9) vétiver (Vetiveria odorata), imported, one from the Pacific, the other from the East Indies, and used here for plaiting hats (an industry of obviously foreign origin) and occasionally for covering huts and shelters.
Thread, Twine, Cords, and Ropes

Cotton.—Two varieties, probably indigenous and known respectively from the colors of their leaf stems as “black” and “white” cotton, are to be found close to most of the houses, and attain, since they are always left to themselves, the size of orange or apple trees. Used today only for cabling canoes and for stuffing pillows and mattresses, cotton was spun by the Caribs within the memory of most of those now living on the reserve. The native method was shown to me by an old woman. A band of teased cotton wound around the left wrist is spun onto a long stick or spindle by rolling the latter on the right knee. The upper end of the spindle (fuseau) is crooked. A round disk of calabash, through whose center the stick is passed, acts as base for the growing spool of thread.

La pitte (kurwua, karata, silk grass, Bromelia sp.)—The leaf—longer than that of the pineapple, and without thorns—is drawn through a noose of maho or other cord attached to a projecting limb. An even pull with both hands on a short round stick over which the leaf is folded disengages the fiber and leaves the green pithy matter in the noose. The “drawn” fiber is next bleached and dried in the sun, and twine spun from it by rolling it on the naked thigh with the flattened palm of the hand (fig. 27)—a downward stroke spinning simultaneously in the required thickness two or as many single ply as are wanted, followed by an upward stroke which unites them in one thread or twine. Any length can be spun thus by the addition of more fiber when the end of one lot is reached. Twine made from la pitte is strong and lasts well in water. When used for fishing line it is strengthened and stiffened by the addition of a little gum from the gommier tree. Thread made for binding the borders of Carib baskets is rubbed with manni to render it more durable. La pitte may be made into multiple-ply cords and bands for carrying loads, tying baskets, etc.
It would, and doubtless has in the past, serve to weave excellent hammocks.

Langue-boeuf, a species of wild agava (*Agave americana*), is also used in the manufacture of thread and twine. In this case the separation of the fiber necessitates a preliminary soaking or rotting process, as in the case of hemp. Once disengaged, the fiber is submitted to the same processes as *Bromelia*.

Maho (or mahaut) is the name given to a number of trees of different species, whose only common characteristic is the use to which their bark may be put in making ropes and cords. They are: Maho noir (or bois violon, *Guatteria* sp.), maho piment (*Daphnopsis caribbaea*), maho cochon, maho doux, maho figue. Some, such as bois violon, are indigenous, while others, such as the bananalike maho figue, are imported. Strips of the bark from these trees are shredded and twisted—some rudely, to make halters and ropes, others being tressed carefully into as fine a twine as that of *Bromelia* or *Agave*.

Besides the above-mentioned raw materials, all of which require more or less preparation and manufacture, the woods abound in all manner of natural cords and lianas, some as thick as a man's arm, some as fine as cotton yarn. These are put to a number of uses, some, such as mibi (*Stigmatophyllum puberum*), being used for tying palm-leaf or cane-straw thatchings of muinan and karbé, as well as in basketry; while others, such as caapi (species of native ivy), are employed in the catching of crayfish (see below).

**Fire and Light, Gums, Wax, Resin, Oils, and Pigments**

The so-called fire drill (fig. 28), with which fire was obtained by revolving a long pointed stick between the palms of the hands, after the manner of a swizzle stick or "lélé," in a groove made in another and softer piece of wood, is remembered, but no longer used.

The Carib tinder box (fig. 29), locally called "briquet" or "coucou du feu" (the cayembouc mentioned by Father Labat as having been used in his day for storing trinkets, etc.), is made from a species of calabash known as "callebasse-boîte." Two halves, which may be decorated or plain, are fitted together after the manner of an Easter egg, and contain a "fire stone" of red, white, or black jasper, an old
iron file, and a piece of dry rotten wood to catch the spark. The specimen I have has a diameter of 6.5 cm and a total length of 12 cm. These are still in general use, especially among those who go hunting or canoe making in the high woods.

The dried root of the tree fern is used to preserve fire and to carry it from place to place. Spongey and peat-like, this wood will burn for hours without smoke or flame, generating great heat and leaving hardly any ash. Hence the Caribs give it the name “watu hâkuiyâ—voracious fire.”

Torches (flambeaux) of two kinds are still made and used. Gum—usually from the white gommier (*Dacryodes hexandra*), of which practically all the dugout canoes are made—is collected after scraping the bark at the base of the trunk. It is then molded, candlelike, around a central wick made from the pounded wood of the tree fern, of bois diable (*Licania hypleuca*), or of icaque (*Hirtella triandra*). The whole is wrapped in the shroud or outer covering of the unopened palmiste heart, or in that of the yattaghu (?) palm, and bound up with *Bromelia* twine. (The palmiste of the islands is the manicol (*Euterpe* sp.) palm.) Another kind of torch is made from the so-called bois chandelle (*Amyris* sp.). The wood is merely split lengthwise and bound up in bundles or faisceaux. The gum of the *Icica heptaphylla* (gommier l’encens) is also used for torches, while the gum of the courbaril (*Hy-menaea courbari*) might well be but is not so used. The size of the torches is largely a matter of taste, the average being about 4 feet long and the thickness of a man’s leg. A good gum torch will burn continuously for some 10 to 12 hours, while a candlewood torch lasts only about 2 hours. Both give off a good deal of smoke, which has, however, a pleasant, highly fragrant smell. The candlewood gives, perhaps, the clearer flame.

The gum of the red lowland gommier (*Bursera gummifera*) is more liquid than the preceding and is used only as a plaster applied to cure contusions.

Beeswax is used principally for making into candles and is of two distinct varieties. The common European honey bee, presumably
once imported but now found in a wild state, makes a typical comb (locally called "cassava") whose wax, at first yellow, becomes quite white on boiling and straining. Left to itself, it soon becomes hard. On the other hand, the native stingless bee (sometimes called "pou lélé"), small and dark of color, makes a sort of pouch about a foot long, interiorly divided into pockets, in lieu of comb. The wax is brown-black and remains perfectly malleable, however long it is kept. For this reason it is often used for molding figurines, etc. The honey itself is liquid, very slightly viscous, of a clear brown hue, and has a fragrant subacid taste (miel sûr).

Two kinds of oil are commonly made and used in the reserve today. Carapate oil, so-called, is nothing more than the oil of the palma Christi, castor oil, one or two of which shrubs grow near every house. The berries are gathered when ripe and stored until required in baskets or calabashes in the kitchen. When oil is wanted they are roasted, pounded in a mortar, and the resulting paste boiled, whereupon the oil rises to the surface and is skimmed off. The women make this oil and use it for anointing their hair. The Carapa guianensis, from which oil used to be made, still grows in the woods of Dominica, but is used today only for its wood.

Shark oil, made by the men, is used in cruses for interior lighting. Boiled together with copal gum and mixed with dry plaintain straw, it serves in the calking of canoes.

Turtle oil is known to have been made and used for cooking, but owing to the present rarity of this animal and the laws made for its preservation is seldom met with today.

Coconut oil is occasionally made for sale but is never put to any domestic use in Carib households.

Manni (Moronobea coccinea?) is the name given to a blackish resinous substance used by the Caribs for strengthening the Bromelia twine with which they bind their baskets. I have seen lumps of it as big as a man's fist in the homes of basket makers. It is interesting to note that the tree from which this resin comes is not found in Dominica, nor, as far as I know, in the neighboring islands. The Caribs seek and gather their supply on the beach, where the ocean currents deposit it at certain times of the year, chiefly in February and March.

Pigments are singularly ignored nowadays. Roucou (Bixa orellana) still grows near many of the houses, but as the wearing of clothes has become general since the introduction of Christianity, its use as a skin protection against sun and insects has been forgotten. It is at present used occasionally as a decorative coloring matter in the home, but the present-day Caribs do not know of any fixative medium. Formerly it was used, mixed with oil of carapa, as a body paint, and the bright red pigment obtained by rubbing between the palms of the hands the ripe seeds contained in a half-opened pod.
The leaves of a tree known as bois tan (not *Byrsonima spicata*, also called bois tan) give, when macerated in water, a mauve dye used for coloring the strands of a liana called mibi, for basket making.

Saffron is the local name of a shrub, the expressed juice of whose carrotlike fruit constitutes a yellow dye similarly employed.

Kwachi and Bois Cassave are the local names for two trees, the juice of whose fruits provides a black stain or ink, used sometimes on thread or cloth.

Though not properly coming under the heading of pigments, a kind of mud found at certain points along the river banks may be mentioned here, as it is used for staining the stems of the larouman, to which it imparts a very fine black. The stems are merely buried in the mud, and left there for 2 or 3 days.

**Other Domestic Requisites and Their Uses**

The Caribs' domestic utensils, apart from those which come under the heading of basketry, consist of the following: Cassava grater, cassava canoe, platine, palette, pestle and mortar, boucan or barbecue, cane press, terrine, bouri and coui (kinds of calabash), lélé or swizzle stick. As many of these articles (all, with the exception of the platine) are home-made, and serve principally in the preparation of cassava, it will be as well to start by describing that process.

The tubers of the manioc (*Manihot utilissima*), of which there are several varieties (see section on cultivation), are first scraped to remove the outer skin and then washed. Next they are grated on the "grage" or cassava grater into the "counou" or cassava canoe (fig. 30). The former is a board, some 3 feet long by 1 broad, into which sharp flints or nails have been driven. The latter is made from the wood of the gommier tree in the same manner and in almost the same shape as the real dugouts, except that the "counou" is neither
opened out nor bordered as is the "canot." At either end a small handle is carved to facilitate manipulation. The cassava canoe is usually about 5 to 6 feet long by about 2 feet high and 18 inches across. When a sufficient quantity of manioc has been grated, the pulp is pressed, in order to remove the poisonous juice, by one of three methods: (a) by applying weight or leverage to a matapi (see under basketry) filled with the wet grated manioc; (b) by squeezing through leverage a sack made for this purpose from latanier (Thrinax sp.) and filled with the grated manioc pulp; (c) by wringing out the moisture in a cloth. Thus dried, the grated, squeezed manioc is next passed through the hébichet, or sifter (q. v. under basketry), in order to remove lumps and to render it of an equal fineness. Meanwhile the manioc water, or juice wrung from the grated manioc, has had time to settle in the calabashes in which it was collected. The residue or starch, known here as "moussache," is removed, dried, and either mixed with the meal or set aside for separate use.

The dry sifted meal is now ready to be baked on the platine (fig. 31). This, in the old days a slab of stone or earthenware, is today a round sheet of iron, 6 to 10 feet in diameter, heated from beneath, and housed in a special circular shelter of thatch known as the "caïc-platine." On it the meal is baked either into cassavas or into farine. The former is a round flat pancake about three-quarters of an inch thick and 2 feet in diameter. While baking, the meal is patted into shape, flattened, and turned with the help of a miniature paddle (fig. 32), some 2 to 3 feet long, known as a palette. Farine (manioc flour) is likewise baked on the platine, but instead of its being pressed and shaped it is constantly stirred during the process. These two products (together with tannia, yams, edoes, plantain, etc.) constitute the staple food of the Dominica Caribs today.

Toumalin (the tamali of the Mexicans?) is still made by the older Caribs in the reserve. It is a brown pungent sauce with peculiar flavor and the consistency of thick gravy, made by the prolonged boiling of the manioc water from which the starch has been removed,
and to which pimentos, onions, fish, or ciriques (land crabs sp.) have been added. This sauce is used to moisten and season the otherwise insipid cassava bread. The noxious character of the manioc juice disappears in the boiling.

The unbaked manioc meal is sometimes sweetened with sugarcane juice, spiced, and then wrapped in plantain leaves, tied into little packages, and boiled to form a sort of dumpling known as “canqui.”

Fond of liquor as the Caribs undoubtedly are, they no longer make any native drink (unless it be illicit rum), nor have they done so, it seems, for a considerable time. There are those, however, who remember an old man who used to make a beverage from the glou-glou palm and from that known to the Caribs as yattahou (Acrocomia sclerocarpa, and Syagrus amaro (?) respectively), but they were unable to tell me how it was made.

Pestle and mortar are indispensable utensils in any Carib home. With them are ground coffee, cocoa, castor-oil nuts, and everything else that has to be reduced to powder or paste. The former is club-shaped and about 3½ feet long, the latter being in the form of a jar some 2½ feet in height and 10 inches across the mouth. Both are made of any hard heavy wood such as white cedar or “tan” (Byrsonima sp.).

Inside or outside of every Carib kitchen stands one or several boucan (fig. 33) (whence “buccaneer”), ready for smoke drying an excess of fish or game, which, thus preserved, will keep anywhere from a month to a year. Sticks of guépois (Myrcia leptocladia D. G.) or of bois d’Inde (Pimenta acris Sw.) are most often used for this purpose, and are stuck in the ground so as to form an erection some 2½ feet high resembling two football goals about 4 feet apart, across which other sticks are laid to form a grid.

A primitive type of cane press, also common to Guiana, is to be found outside nearly all the houses in the reserve (fig. 34). It consists of a thick post stuck in the ground. A cavity is hallowed out near the top, and a hole pierced, through which a lever passes. The cane, placed transversely across the mouth of the cavity, is crushed by the lever being brought down on successive sections, thus expressing the juice, which runs down grooves into a waiting receptacle. “Vesou” (sugarcane juice) is a cheap and ever-ready sweetening matter for coffee, cocoa, etc.

Despite its name, the terrine is a wooden bowl (rather like the modern salad bowls), which was and sometimes still is used for wash-
ing or sweetening food, or even as an eating and drinking bowl. Rare.

The canari, of earthenware, and no longer made locally, is the name given to the "fait-tout" or "buck pot" of the Creoles. Other pots and pans, plates, and dishes, grow on trees in the calabash (*Crescentia cujete*, various species). They are of all shapes and sizes, but may be classed in three main groups according to the use for which they are destined. The largest, with a hole pierced in the top, is used for carrying water. Others, cut in half, are used for pans and dishes, or for drinking cups (couis), according to size. Still others are made into containers of varying shapes, and sometimes decorated.

The lélé is a long, thin, natural swizzle stick, cut from the branch of a small tree (*Ximenia americana*) at the junction of a number of twigs. The wood is of light yellow color and has a spicy, curry-like smell. Contrary to popular opinion, the bâton lélé or swizzle stick is used mainly in the West Indies, not for making punches (the native takes his rum straight), but for preparing chocolate, calalou (a sort of gumbo soup) and other dishes of local repute.

**Canoes**

Probably the most typical product of the Island Carib is, and always has been, the dugout canoe. The word itself—as the French "canot," which term designates, in local patois, the dugout—is derived through Spanish from the Carib "kanaua," which was their name for the large variety of dugout or war canoe. The Carib name for the smaller craft seems to have been, in the men's language, "ukuni," in the women's, "kuriāla," whence our word, corial. The Spanish called the smaller craft "piragua," whence French and English "pirogue," a term now applied to big, barge-like, open vessels and to large canoes used for coastwise transport of cargo. That there is or has been confusion of terms is obvious; Father Labat
refers to the smaller boat as pirogue, and tells us that the Caribs called the larger one "bacassa." He says:

The pirogue measured 29 feet in length by 4 feet 6 inches in breadth in its middle. Both ends were pointed and higher than the middle by about 15 to 20 inches. It was divided by nine benches, behind each of which—at about 8 inches distant from and higher than the seat—was a stick the size of an arm, whose ends stuck into the sides of the pirogue, and which served to support and keep open the sides of the craft as also for the paddlers to lean against.

He goes on to say:

The bacassa was 42 feet long and almost 7 feet wide in the middle. The forward end was raised and pointed in a similar manner to the pirogue, but its after end was flat and shaped like a poop. It had benches like the pirogue. Both craft were built of red cedar (Cedrela odorata). The sides of the bacassa had been raised about 15 inches by the addition of boards of the same wood, split with an axe and not sawn. Neither boat had a rudder, steering was accomplished with the aid of a paddle a good third bigger than those serving to row or, as they say in the islands, "swim" the boat. The Caribs' pirogues have usually two masts and two square sails, the bacassa, three masts.

This extract—obviously an accurate and painstaking description of the Carib craft of his day—is interesting for the sake of comparison. The dugout canoes made by the Caribs of Dominica today, though of a general resemblance, differ in several respects from those just mentioned. To begin with, they usually are much smaller (especially when we consider that the Parisian foot was almost an inch longer than ours). Those made today range from 16 to 30 feet in length, but one of 21 feet is considered a good-sized canoe. The proportions remain sensibly the same. Then again, Labat does not speak of the smaller vessel's sides being raised by boards, which they now invariably are. Red cedar, or acajou (Cedrela odorata), though still fairly common in the woods, is no longer used for canoe building, its place being taken by the gommier tree (Dacryodes hecandra). Nevertheless, much remains that is unchanged and traditional in the making and shaping of the Carib canoes.

Having found a suitable tree—that is to say, one of sufficient symmetry, proportions, and perfection—the Carib proceeds to fell it unaided, an operation which usually takes him from dawn until sunset. If in a hurry for the boat, he will build himself a karbé on the spot, and subsist on whatever wild foods the forest may provide until the canoe is ready for hauling. More often, however, he will leave the felled tree for days, and return home to attend to other matters. In the latter case he takes the precaution of felling his tree only at the new moon; for were he to do so at any other time grubs would soon take possession and the wood become spoiled by borers. The tree is next shaped and dug out or, to use the patois term, "fouillé," first with an ax, then with a hand adze. Supposing our Carib stays on the job all and every day, it will now take him anything from 4 days to 2 weeks—depending on the size of the canoe and
the diligence of its maker—until he is ready for "hauling." This takes 10 to 12 men, and is usually paid for—like all work the Caribs do to help one another—by a liberal provision of rum. Cords of mahogany or of natural liana are attached to the canoe through eyelets pierced in its prow, and the boat literally hauled, to the rhythm of chanties reserved for these occasions, through dense bush and by rough forest tracks, up and over an incredibly steep ridge and down to the home of the new craft's master, where it is installed in the shade of some nearby tree to be finished and bordered.

Although the heaviest of the work is now done, the canoe is as yet only half made. Work goes on with the hand adze until the sides are of the requisite even thickness and the prow properly shaped and smoothed. Supposing the canoe to have a total length of 24 feet, its greatest width in the middle, at this stage, will not be more than 18 or 20 inches. Before it can be serviceable the canoe must be opened. This is done by half filling the interior with stones and water, and leaving them thus until the wood has begun to warp. Fires are then lit on either side and a few feet distant. The canoe opens up under the influence of the heat like a flower in the sun. While this process is going on, a number of cross sticks, known as "totes" (Carib, "totaka," to support) are introduced to aid the process and keep the sides open. When a width of 3 feet to 3 feet 6 inches has been attained amidships (the two ends having been previously tied securely to prevent splitting) the fires are extinguished. Five or six knees, or "courbes," of white cedar or other pliable wood are now hewn and bent into shape and fixed in place at intervals across the bottom of the boat in order to strengthen it. The canoe is now ready to have its sides raised by the addition of two boards or planks of the same wood as the boat, i. e., gommier. These are hewn in such a way (not sawn) as to compensate for the loss of depth amidships due to the opening up; and have a width varying from about 9 inches at the forward end by 15 or more in the middle to about 8 inches aft. Thin strips of wood, known as "taquets," are fixed between the knees; but whereas the latter reach only to the mouth of the dugout proper, the former come up to join the gunwale, which encircles the upper edge of the raised sides, or bordage. The number of seats, of permanent cross beams, or totes, will depend on the size of the canoe and the use for which it is destined. In Labat's day manpower—for speed and strength in warfare—was the most important factor; today, convenience for fishing or for carrying loads is the first consideration. Two benches and three totes (two of the latter being pierced to take masts) would be usual in a canoe of the size (24 feet) we are considering. As Father Labat goes on to say, the Caribs' canoes have, as a rule, two masts (bois côte, Tapura guianensis, or bois violon, Guatteria sp., being the best woods for this pur-
pose), and two square lugsails, traversed diagonally by yards. The local names for various parts of the boat and rigging are given in the diagram (fig. 35). Curious is the forward part of the finished canoe: the prow, called noeud (knot), forming a separate piece shaped out of white cedar (*Tacoma leucorylon*), and the stem, or pince, with its forward cant. The noeud is fitted into the front of the canoe proper, with which it forms an angle, and to it are attached the sides and gunwale. The canoe is caulked along the jointure of the sideboards (and if and where there are any defects) with cotton lint or plantain straw soaked in a mixture of shark oil and powdered gum boiled together.

As will readily be seen from the above, such a canoe is, at the very least, 3 weeks in the making. Besides a good deal of labor, it has cost its owner the price of the rum for the hauling. It is all the more significant of the Carib's character that he will often, when pressed for cash, sell his craft for as little as $3.

Although the Caribs have, to some extent, adopted our oars—just as we sometimes use paddles—the latter are still common for steering and, under certain circumstances, for propelling their dugouts. It is undeniable that the decreased necessity for speed and strength in the shape of manpower has diminished the importance of paddles and, consequently, the skill employed in their making. The best woods known and used in Dominica for this purpose are *bois caîmite* (*Chrysophyllum glabrum*) and *quina* (*Exostemma caribbaeum*). The size and shape of the modern paddles is much the same as those of the old days (about 5 feet long, of which the blade occupies a quarter to a third), but there is no ornamentation in the shape of grooves or lines of any sort at the present time.

**Fishing**

Having forgotten the use of bows and arrows, it is natural that river and sea food should form the most important food adjunct of the present-day Caribs in Dominica. Owing to the roughness of the
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ocean on the windward side of the island, and to the Caribs' primitive
methods of capture, fish are rarely caught in sufficient quantities for
commercial sale, but when plentiful—as during the flying-fish season—
the fish are dried on the boucan or barbecue, and, thus preserved, are
stored for periods of greater scarcity.

The localities where fishing is carried out may be divided as follows:
river, on or off the rocks, inshore, offshore, or in the canal. Nets are
neither made nor used in the reserve, line (home-made of *Bromelia
karatas*) and hook (purchased) fishing from dugout Carib canoes being
by far the commonest technique used today. Fishermen usually go
out in groups of three. Except for all-night fishing in the canal
(between the islands) or rod fishing off the rocks (also at night), they
go out soon after sunrise, to return around 4 in the afternoon. The
owner (and usually maker) of the canoe also provides the tackle, and
for his service is assured of an extra lot of fish; so that if he is not him-
self a fisherman, as is often the case, the day's catch is shared equally
among the actual fisherman plus the owner; it being understood that
should the owner fish himself, he receives two shares for their one.
When more fish is caught than is actually needed the extra is more
often given away than sold.

Fish caught in the open canal are: flying fish, tunny, dorado, king
fish, shark, "vareu," and "mè." Except for flying fish, which are
caught above water in a specially made receptacle called kali (see
under Basketry), these are all caught with hook and line—the larger
specimens with the help of a harpoon or a spear (vare).

Inshore, but still with hook and line from a dugout: pirame, couvally
(carangue), "vivanneau," "vieille," "bourse," "oreilles
noires" (species of red snapper), "vive"; and, with a casting net or
"épervier" of fine mesh weighted at the corners and drawn through
an ox's horn, "sardines," "pisquet," "caillas."

From the rocks, with rod and line and usually at night: "tanche,"
"cirusien," "cibouli," "valioua," "lipi."

Lobsters are caught by diving. Turtles are seldom sought, but
must be taken with a special pot known as "fol."

The rocks themselves offer a source of food in the shape of sea eggs
or urchins (patois, chadrons), octopus (chatou), various sea crabs,
"chaloupes" (Carib: màburi) and "bugaus"—two species of shellfish.
A sort of seaweed similar to the "carrageen moss" of the west of
Ireland is occasionally gathered and eaten and is likewise reputed to
be good for lung trouble.

At certain times of the year a delicious and diminutive fry of clear
gray color, known as "titiri," is taken in sheets at the river mouths.
They are thought to be the young of the fish locally called coulirou
and balaou, which, though very common to leeward, are not taken
by the Caribs, as their capture requires the use of nets.
The most common river fish are popularly known as mullet, pike, "flathead" (tétard, Carib: makúba), "cocos," "loches." To these must be added two varieties of fresh-water crayfish (Carib: wàgu, and smaller, içulu), prawns ("bouques"), and shrimps (chevrettes). A kind of river periwinkle, called vignot, is also eaten. Methods of capture vary a good deal: flatheads, prawns, shrimps, and sometimes small crayfish are "felt for" under rocks and banks; cocos are caught with hook and prawn for bait, or with the épervier at the river mouth. A special and rather curious method of catching crayfish is sometimes practiced: a length of caapi (species of ivy) is passed through a bit of raw manioc which is then hung in the water, the other end of the caapi being attached to a rock or stone on the bank. Returning some hours later, usually after dark, the fisherman finds a quantity of stupefied crayfish collected around the manioc, whose poisonous juice has rendered them incapable of flight. Loche, pike, and mullet may be caught with hook and worm, or in a special trap known as bachoua, now becoming extremely rare. A more usual method, however, is by poisoning the river.

Two fish poisons are known and used commonly by the Caribs of Dominica today: the leaves of the shrub Phyllanthus conami (usually called "énivrage") and the applelike fruit of a small to medium sized tree called bâbarra or bambarra (Diospyros sp., Piscidia erythrina L.). The latter is more powerful, but may be used only in fresh water, whereas the leaves of the conami are sometimes employed to poison small creeks and pools along the seashore. Each member of the party (women for the most part) arrives at the river with a load of conami leaves. These are then pounded and thrown in the river. As soon as the fish begin to jump out of the water to escape the effects of the poison the Caribs dive in and seize them. The bâbarra apples are also crushed, but are enclosed in a basket which is immersed only for the time being, as it would poison the water for almost a week were it left there.

A third variety of fish poison, used by some, is the bark of the tree known in Dominica as bois savonette (soap tree), bois cicerou, or bois pipiri. It is a large tree with small, diamond-shaped leaves which froth when rubbed in water, and bears a pod about 6 inches long containing three smooth red seeds the size of a pea. Possibly a species of Lonchorcarpus. Not to be confused with the soap bush called Malvinia or Sang Dragon. All catalogs of West Indian flora are very confused and contradictory.

Cultivation

The Caribs' main food supply comes from individual family gardens or provision grounds, made by burning the forest (usually secondary growth) and sowing or planting in the ashes between the burned tree
stumps. Partly as a protection against the depredations of domestic animals (hens, pigs, goats, cows) and partly because, under primitive methods of culture, the ground becomes exhausted and a new garden must be made every 2 or 3 years, the provision grounds are for the most part situated beyond the coastal hill crest on the slopes of the Pegoua Valley, some miles distant from the homes of their owners. Practically the only implements of culture used today are the cutlass (machete) and the digging stick—a strong, sharp-pointed stick popularly known as “lochette” (Carib: koyéré).

Manioc (Manihot utilissima) still forms the principal crop, although its importance as a staple diet has diminished in the last half century. Several varieties are known and distinguished by the following local appellations: manioc noir (the commonest), m. blanc, m. violet, m. bleu, m. beurre, m. 100 livres, m. doux, camanioc. The last two are nonpoisonous and may be eaten as vegetables. Manioc is planted by cuttings—usually by groups of three to one pit—and takes from 1 year to 18 months to reach maturity. The process of farine and cassava making is described elsewhere.

Next to manioc, the most important tubers cultivated are: chou (Xantosoma sagittifolium Sch., malanga, tannia, taya) of various species, varieties of yam (Dioscorea alata, pilosiuscula, multflora, Cayennensis, trifida, tuberosa—blanc and de l’eau, bâtard, marron, à piquants noirs, couch-couche, yam bonda, etc.), of sweet potato (red, yellow, white), of Maranta (red, white), Solanum, and Cipura. Squash and Indian corn are also grown, but do not form a staple food, as with the Indians of central and southern North America. The latter is never ground into flour, but is roasted and eaten whole, rather after the manner of a delicacy or sweetmeat. Bananas, plantains, and breadfruit (Artocarpus) of the ordinary and of the “chestnut” (sem-nifera) varieties are grown and eaten extensively. Various fruit trees and other utilitarian trees and bushes are cultivated around and near the houses. Such are: cotton, coffee, cocoa, palma Christi or castor-oil plant, rocou (Bixa orellana), calabash (Crescentia cujete), guava, mango, sugarcane, papaya, various species of anona (murecata, reticulata, squamosa—corossol, cachiman, pomme canelle, etc.), and la pitte or silk grass (Bromelia sp.) for the making of twine and fishing lines, Phyllanthus conami or “nivrage” for fish poisoning, Malvinia or “soap bush,” sapodilla, and pineapples (of which several small species grow wild in the woods).

The clearing of the land is done by the men, the rest of the work (planting, weeding, digging, and gathering) being divided among both sexes largely according to individual taste or family arrangement.

1 Two varieties—so-called black and white, according to leaf-stem color. The former is esteemed better.
THE CARIBS OF DOMINICA

The High Woods

The Caribs' intelligence is in their hands and feet. I suspect their own word for incompetent, mabuku, to mean "without feet"; and, just as the typical Frenchman's ability is best described by that untranslatable word, "débrouillard," so the characteristic virtue of the Carib may be summed up in the word "mainœuvre." The true Carib is neither a hard nor a quick worker, but he is always able to maneuver his way out of a difficult situation in order to accomplish what he is after. "Where there's a will, there's a way" is a motto which suits him well, and nowhere does he show this better than on the high sea and in the high woods.

The high woods (in patois: les grands bois) are those tracts of virgin forest that still cover much of the island's mountainous interior. They lie, as a rule, well over 500 feet above sea level, and it is in them that the gigantic gommiers, chataigniers (Sloanea), cedars, rosewood, and other forest kings reach their full majesty. Here the Caribs come to saw wood for posts, boards, and shingles; to fell and hew the gommier for their canoes; to cut larouman for their basketry; to hunt the agouti, the wild pig, the wood pigeon, and the parrot; to search for wawa (Rajania cordata L.), berries, and wild honey; to fish the streams with bait, trap, and poison for mullet, crayfish, and other varieties.

The young shoot or cabbage of the mountain palmiste (Euterpe montana) provides a pleasant and wholesome salad. It is true the tree must be felled in order to obtain this, but, when this is done at full moon, the bole becomes the refuge of a species of beetle, the Calandra palmarum, whose fat white grub constitutes a culinary delicacy much appreciated locally under the name of ver palmiste. This is the reverse of the process employed in cutting trees for dugouts. These are felled at the new moon in order to prevent the incursion of borer worms and grubs. Certain plants and trees, such as the male papaya, are cut down at certain phases of the moon in order to make them spring up again as female, that is, as fruit-bearing trees. Wild pineapples, sapodillas (Anacardium occidentale) are to be found in the woods, as also the fruits of the balate and balata trees (Oxythece hahnianum and Mimusops riedleana), of the bois cote (Tapura guianensis), courbaril (Hymenaea courbaril), and icacque (Hirtella sp.).

Wild honey of two sorts is to be found: that known as "sûr" (sour) from the small native stingless bee, or "pou lélé," which produces the black wax already mentioned, and the "gros miel" from the (probably imported) ordinary bee in a wild state. The Caribs are fond of eating the white grub or larvae (in patois: cousins) of both varieties—usually together with the honey, raw.

Water may be obtained on the heights from the corde de l'eau (Pinzon), a species of stout liana which releases, when cut, a pint or so of cool, refreshing sap.
Cirques, a yellow-and-black species of land crab common in and around the reserve, make a very palatable dish. The green sperm of the male cirque is one of the ingredients of the typical Carib sauce, toumalin or tumali. They are usually caught at night with the aid of flambeaux. The Caribs sometimes obtain salt from the roasted and ground-up shells of these crustaceans by maceration and subsequent evaporation. Another and odd species of land crab, abounding in the woods and sometimes eaten by the Caribs, is the so-called soldier crab. When small, he finds and takes possession of a vignot, or river periwinkle's shell, exchanging this when he grows larger for that of a bugau (a snail-like sea shellfish), and that again, perhaps, for a lambi or conque shell. Scuttling along among the leaves, a seashell on their backs, their one claw sticking out behind and their two hairy horns in front, these "soldiers" present a truly comical appearance. Like the black crab of the leeward coast, the soldier is a great traveler, and at certain seasons battalions of them are to be seen on the march, going down to or up from the sea.

Iguana lizards are not uncommon in some parts of the woods. They have a delicate flesh whose taste resembles that of chicken. They are found on the branches of trees, hypnotized by whistling, and caught with a running noose tied to the end of a rod.

Two kinds of spring snares are made and used for catching birds: one for such small pilferers as sucrités, moissons, gros bees; another (fig. 36) for the succulent game birds known as perdrix or mountain dove, and tourterelle. A simple basketlike fall trap (fig. 37) is also used, as also birdlime, or rod and noose. The old Caribs are said to have caught
parrots alive by stupefying them in their roosts with the smoke of green peppers placed together with burning charcoal in a calabash raised on the end of a long bamboo rod.

Birds are sometimes enticed to the snares by an imitation of their call or by a live captive of their own species used as a decoy.

There is no particular interest attaching to the local methods of hunting wild pig, agouti, and manicou. The latter (the West Indian opossum) is often caught by hand; whereas the Caribs, without bows or guns, rely upon their dogs both to find and kill agouti and pig.

**Legend and Tradition**

The present-day Caribs have not the long memories of the Scottish Highlanders. Anything that happened a long time ago took place, for them, in the reign of one P’tit François. Little François seems to have been, in spite of his name, a very big chief. One would be inclined to regard him as an almost legendary figure were it not that, from all accounts, Jolly John, the present chief, is only his sixth successor. Here is the list:

1. P’tit François.
2. Wakanik (also called Popote).
3. Joseph (mentioned by Ober as alive in 1877).
4. Brunie (whose son, Fanfan, is now about 75).
5. Auguste.
6. Coriette.

Joseph and his sister, Ma’ Augustin, noted for having spoken little else but Carib, are said to have been the younger brother and sister of P’tit François. As both of them died within the memory of old people still living, P’tit François himself cannot possibly take us much farther back than the middle of the last century. Fanfan says he was “a big little boy” at the time of Joseph’s death. Supposing Joseph and his predecessor, Wakanik, to have reigned 30 years between them (a generous allowance), this would place P’tit François’ death at about 1845.

P’tit François is said to have been, among other things, a “manitise” (magnétiseur), which I understand to mean a sort of spiritualistic medium. Before holding communication with the spirits he would request his client to place a full unopened bottle of rum upon the table for the use of the ethereal visitors, whose thirsty “glou-glou-glou” might thereafter be heard distinctly and taken as a sure sign of their arrival and readiness to cooperate. Strange to relate, after the spirits’ departure, the bottle was always found as full and intact as ever.
When the people were troubled by the depredations of rats, P’tit François would invoke their king, and demand—it is said with success—that His Ratty Majesty keep his subjects in order.

A fragment of what I believe to be a very old legend was recounted to me by Fanfan as something that actually happened in the days of this wonderful chief.

At that time there lived in Salybia two brothers called Măruka and Cimanäri, famous for the charms they made. They would go up to the house of the Tête-Chien ¹ to find the Master Tête-Chien—the same who, when the earth was soft, made the Stairway of the Tête-Chien at Cinéḳu.² He is big, big, big, has a crest of diamond on his head, and crows just like a cock. Well, when they found him, they would take powdered tobacco and burn it before him on the blade of a paddle. Then that tete-chien would vomit, and all that he vomited was red “I’envers caraïbe” ³. After that the snake would disappear gradually, and in his place came a young man “sans culotte” (naked). The young man said nothing about his being the Tête-Chien, but asked Măruka and Cimanäri what it was they wanted, and instructed them, when they had told him, how they must use the envers caraïbe to make their charms.

Măruka and Cimanäri did not die in Salybia. When they felt old age approaching they went away to the other country. When they reached the shores of the Orinoco River they plunged into the stream, and when they came out on the opposite bank they had become two young lads again, and on the water where they had been there floated two turtle shells.

They never came back to Dominica, and at last one of them died; but the other, as far as I know, is still living there.

Leaving the Stairway of the Tête-Chien, and going northward by way of the Maho, Gaulette, Salybia, and Crayfish Rivers almost to the present northern boundary of the Reserve, we come to the little hamlet of Batakà (or Baraïği), nestling on the hillside 15 minutes hard climb above the “highway.” Most of the full-blooded Caribs remaining are to be found here today. The people of Batakà are not very well liked by the other Caribs, among whom they have a name for treachery and for practicing “piais,” even against one another.

On the extremity of a narrow ridge opposite and beyond Batakà is perched a huge rock, itself some 60 feet in height, that overlooks the valley of the Pegoua, the ocean, and the Reserve. It is composed of a blackish, crumbling rock, and on its summit and from its precipitous sides grow vines and plants, a stunted scrub, and a kind of wild orchid. It is known as La Roche Pegoua, and is the home of a benevolent spirit about whom many tales are told, one of which is related below.

¹ Tête-Chien: “dog-headed” Antillean constrictor, small boa attaining up to 12 feet in length and the thickness of a man’s thigh. Carib: wa-na-gal.
² House of Tête-Chien; so-called. Rocky cliff in the heights of the Couamary River, said to be much frequented by these snakes. Legendary home of the giant snake of this and other legends, said to have had a precious stone (variously called carbuncle, diamond) of extraordinary brilliance on its head, and which it was capable of covering with a sort of movable membrane, or eyelid, thus creating at will light or darkness in the forest. The Stairway of the Tête-Chien, so-called, is a formation of soft gritty or rotten rock of reddish color and apparently volcanic origin, which emerges from the soil on the crest of the ridge called Cinéḳu, above the Akayu River, and proceeds in a series of “steps” down the side of the cliff to the sea, under which it continues and can be followed from a boat for quite a distance.
³ L’envers caraïbe: a species of red maranta whose roots are said to “plait,” and which is used only for charms. When planting, it is usual to place a piece of silver in the ground along with it. Has become rare.
The people of Bataka used to go up to the Pegoua Rock in search of charms. There are steps leading to the base of the rock, and, on its top, a crack that goes through to the inside. That is where the zombie lives, but if ever you see him it means some one is going to die soon. On the top of the rock there grow all manner of charms, but in particular you may sometimes find there a white flower (surette de montagne?) with so sweet a smell that people passing on the highway at the foot of the cliff may easily perceive it. When it is flowering a new blossom comes every hour of the day and every hour another fades and falls. If you are lucky enough to get one of these flowers you may command with it whom you will. You have only to rub it on the palm of your hand, then raise the hand in the direction of a person and speak his name. However far away he may be he will have to obey and come to you. If you go in quest of the flower it is wise to take a white cock, or at least some powdered tobacco, as a gift to the spirit of the rock.

There was one old woman of Bataka whose husband treated her badly and neglected her to run after other women. One day when he was gone fishing she made a lot, a big lot, of cassava bread; and, taking her children with her, went up to the Pegoua Rock, where she was lucky enough to get one of these flowers. With it she went down to the river to bathe, and when she had bathed she rubbed the flower all over her body and flung the remnants to the winds, saying: "Go join your master", which they did, disappearing in that same instant. After this, she and her children took the highway, and went quickly in the direction of Toulamon, now called Londonderry. Soon after they had passed the Cachibona River she heard her husband coming after her with the fish (presumably as a peace offering), but taking her children by the hand she ran and ran until they reached the old Caserne Caraibe (literally, Carib Barracks, but perhaps a mistake for "caverne", a deep cave on the shore between the village of Wesley, or La Soife, and the Londonderry Estate, showing signs of human occupancy, or at least, frequentation). Here she knocked and was admitted just as her husband caught up and made a grab at her. Once safely inside, she shouted to him to go away, as she needed him no longer. There was nothing else for him to do; but as he turned to go he was changed into a bird with yellow beak and claws, called Pierrot Vanter, whose shrill persistent call you will often hear even today. The woman is still inside the cave, together with all the other old Caribs. They will not leave it until the end of the world, though it is said they sometimes come out at night to use their boat (an islet about a hundred yards off shore), for one night I passed there myself as I was going fishing, and when I returned the same way some 2 hours later it had disappeared.

I was told that for the last 20 years at least nobody had attempted to scale the rock, as the white cedar which had grown nearby and helped in the ascent had long since been felled by a windstorm. However, Carib ingenuity and agility overcame all difficulties. A slender sapling whose stem rose some 8 feet distant from the sides of the rock served as prop for a crooked stick, hewn and tied in place from materials growing on the spot, whose other end was made to rest on a narrow projecting ledge opposite and above. This precarious bridge once passed, the summit was reached by holding onto handfuls of plant and vine, or onto knobs of crumbling rock. Alas, I did not find the flower. It may be that it was the wrong season, but, in any case, I certainly should not have been so stupid as to forget that white cock.
LANGUAGE AND VOCABULARY

The last Caribs in Dominica to speak the native Indian idiom as their mother tongue died some 20 to 25 years ago. But even 60 years ago, at the time of Ober's first visit, the language was employed only by a small minority of older men and women. The urge for economic contacts with the Creole-negro population surrounding them combined, in all probability, with the priests' disapproval of continued isolation of a flock whose conversion was henceforth secure, ended in the adoption of that lingua franca of the West Indies, Creole patois. Those Caribs who today remember some smattering of their fathers' and mothers' tongue regard such knowledge rather in the light of a joke.

Whether the proverbial distinction between the men's and the women's languages persisted to the end is hard to say, but it is certain that some of the words given below belong to the Carib, and others—the majority—to the Arawak stock of languages. Creole patois itself is rich in the debris of many tongues and it is to be hoped that some philologist will soon undertake its excavation.

The following vocabulary is neither exhaustive of living linguistic vestiges nor is the whole of it necessarily known to any one person now living in the Reserve. My chief informants were: Jimmy (Dordor) Benjamin of Bataka and his brother, Jean Noël (now dead), "Fanfan" and Ma' Bernard of St. Cyr, Lucien of Waiçima, Ma' Henri and her sister Ma' Janney of Bataka, and Choline and Chief Jolly John of Ste. Marie, Salybia. The latter furnished me with the song and some of the words, but was especially helpful in acting as my host, guide, and sponsor in the Reserve.

The words have been put down as they were given me—in their final form only after hearing them repeated many times by different people. Other vocabularies (in particular that of Father Raymond Breton, published 1665) have been consulted only as a check to word meaning and form. The spelling, as with all unwritten idioms, has been rather a problem. Breton wrote Carib like French, but tat the best, and apart from the fact that French pronunciation has changed since his time, such a method is clumsy. I very much regret not having had a recording apparatus, but have done my best with the means at my disposal. In general, and taking the following modifications into account, the vowels have been given their Latin values, while the consonants are as in English. Stress is denoted by the apostrophe, as in supplementary.

a, as in father; ao, as in Portuguese "çao".
ã, as indefinite vowel sound in mother; becomes nasal when final.
a, as "an" in French; ä, as in cat.
e, as in wet; ê, as em (final) in Portuguese.
è, as in French, née.
i, as in machine; i, as in the Portuguese word "fim".

u, as in French "poule"; ü, as "um" in Portuguese.

o, as in not in closed, as (Spanish) no in open syllables.

ó, as "on" in French.

au, eu, ae (but not ai, ay) are disyllabic. Ai, ay, as in fly.

0, as in not in closed, as (Spanish) no in open syllables.

6, as "on" in French.

au, eu, ae (but not ai, ay) are disyllabic. Ai, ay, as in fly.

5, always soft, is intermediate between the s sound in seen and sheen, as in the name of the god Siva; ch as in machine.

hw, more strongly aspirated than English wh; n and r also aspirated when followed by h; whereas gh and kh are soft though distinct gutturals.

p, k, and t often become confused with b, g, and d, as do l with r, c with ch, long o with u.

ph represents a more explosive sound than that of English f, with something like the trace of a p.

ui, ue, ua (except where there is a stress division, as in u'a) are the same sounds as wi, we, wa, and are pronounced as in wit, wet, wax, etc.

Alternative versions of the Carib are given in brackets.

Where the English equivalent for a Carib word is unknown its patois equivalent is given in parentheses.

(C) denotes a word still in local patois usage.

(M) denotes a word of the men's language.

(F) denotes a word of the women's language.

ya'wahu, ya'wa =bush god or spirit.

ma'phuiya =devil.

kariphu'né =carib.

mé'keru =negro.

ka'buru =negro-indian mestizo (from Span. cabra?).

ankéil'tsi =white (Englishman: from Span. Inglese).

hui'yu, (hui'yu) =sun (M).

ka'ci =sun (F).

nu'ná =moon.

bi'(r?)umó =star.

waruku'mó =star.

wa'tu =fire.

tu'ná =water.

hu'ya =rain (F).

kuno'bu =rain (M).

bara'na =sea, ocean.

kara'bai =breeze (the trade wind).

iwai'yu hurru' =storm.

The so-called inseparable pronominal prefixes are, for the men's and for the women's languages respectively:

n-, and i- =my; w-, or k-=our.

b-(p), and a- =thy; hui- =your.

1- =his

t- =her; nh- =their. Thus:

nubu'ali =my husband (lit. head, leader).

nia'ni =my wife.

iba'mui (M) =my (man speaking) sister's husband.

buku'çili (F) =thy father.

buku'çuru (F) =thy mother.

pí'bu ke'hé =thy elder brother.

limeta'muru =his father-in-law.
liment(s)i’ = his mother-in-law.
numuyá’, (nubuiyá’,
(nulubuiyá’) (?) = my “combosse” (relationship of two people who have had connection with the same man or woman).
yl’haru (F) = woman.
a’tari = sweetheart.
sha’phtaha’ = woman.
o’kobu = my body.
a’niçi (F) = my heart.
ba’ku = thy eyes.
niti’buri = my hair.
ni’çiri = my nose.
ni’uma = my mouth.
warikae = our ears.
turakae = her belly.
laka’bo (luka’bo) = his hand.
pu’guti = thy foot.
liçî’bu = his face.
nu’ruku = my genitalia (female).
bré’ke (bué’ke) = thy glans penis.
alu’kui = genitalia (male).
pe’te-roku’ = thy anus.
way’ku (C) = loin cloth.
u’rená (mui’ná) (C) = permanent shelter, the “koubouya” of (Cayenne).
ake = pot.
ku’muri (ku’mori) = calabash for carrying water (patois: bouri).
tu’ba = half calabash for cooking.
bâ’té kuilé’ = half calabash for drinking, etc. (“coui”).
paga’ra = Carib toilet basket.
kataori = Carib shoulder carry-all.
të’le = Carib kitchen basket.
eçu’baraté’ = knife, cutlass.
ib’taru = fishing line.
u’kuni (M) = dugout canoe.
kuria’la (F) = dugout canoe.
matutu’ = Carib table.
matapi’ = cassava squeezer; “couleuvre.”
m’ruwa = kind of clay or soft rock: “tuff.”
mam’ba = honey.
nu’ni = victuals.
nâ’titi = eating.
kâ’titi = “canqui”: grated manioc, sweetened and boiled.
bam-bam = cassava bread.
ha’lliyé = arrowroot.
baku’ku = “fig” banana.
bar’ru = banana.
kala’buli (C) = kind of liana used in thatching.
kwai, (kwaik) = “tannia”, variety (Colocasia esculenta).
kawá’i (F) = manioc, variety (Manihot utilissima).
ki’ere (M) = manioc, variety (Manihot sp.).
kapa’o (C) = var. yam (Dioscorea sp.).
kumó = var. of “tannia” or “chou caraibe.”
má’bi = red variety sweet potato (batata sp.).
pi’kâ = yam, variety (Dioscorea sp.).
wai’bukuré (wai’buruké) = water yam (Dioscorea sp.).
wawi’am = squash.
yuri = tobacco.
yat’ta(gh)u (C) = kind of palm (Syagrus amara).
yaya (C) = fine, hair-like prickles on cane, etc.
tawi’i (C) = kind of tree (? see word for manioc).
hw6hw6 = tree (generic).

The following, given to me as Carib, are obvious corruptions and show how Carib absorbed foreign words:
ca’ut6ru’ = cauldron (French, chaudifere).
pula’tu = dishes (French, plats).
bakaçu’ = cow, ox (Spanish, vaca).
kabayu’ = horse (Spanish, caballo).

On the other hand, many words of current Creole patois appear to be of native origin. Such are (French orthography) canari, cali, cabouya, counou, hébichet, manni, toumalin, djolà, djokome, samboi, bachoua (a fish pot of woven liana). The meanings of these terms are made clear in the other sections.

Before going on with the Carib names of fish, reptiles, birds, animals, etc., it may be as well to look at the all-too-few other parts of speech I have been able to collect as separate words. They consist of numerals, qualifying adjectives, and verbs, together with their derivatives:
a’bá = one.
bia’má = two.
c’rua = three.
biam’buri = four.

Če’mehe’tì = good (as to senses) it is.
Iropo’òti = good (as to fitness) it is.
Blì’meti = sweet, it is.
Yetimeni = injury, hurt, pain.
Yehè’menì = evil, badness.
Hyà’mohya-áli, = it is cold.
(hyà’muhya-áli)
Ihi’laha-áli (F) = he is dead.
Àohwé-éli (M) = he is dead.
Chalala-áli = he is drowned, immersed.
Ca’ru = hard, green, not yet ripe.
Mu’ru = soft, overripe.
Kà’turu = exposed or turgid glans.
Ma’niçiku tibu’ = false, lying thou art (m, negative; a’niçi, heart; tibu, thou hast).

Mabuku = incompetent (perhaps = “spineless” from abo, bone).
Hà’kuiyà’ = gluttonous, voracious.
Nu’buiyà’ = (see above, but looks like adjectival form. Breton gives nulu’buiyà’ = “engoué”).
(b)aça’rua = to get drunk (thou).
(b)a’raua = to call father, husband, master.
Chi’rakua = to pierce, split, copulate.
(a)bi’nakha = to dance.

1 The Island Carib seem never to have got farther than this. Five was expressed as “all one hand,” 10 as two hands, etc.
It might be worth while noting here some of the commoner Creole names of obviously Indian origin (French orthography).

Animals: Manicou, agouti.

Crustaceans, fish, reptiles: Tourourou, cirique, agaya (crabs), balaou, couachi, mombein, titiri, valioua, boubou (fish).

Birds, insects: Pipiri, cayali, iên-iên (Indian: ihenni; sp. fly).

Trees, plants: Acouquoi, acoma, cachibou, caconier, couachi, couroupoume, galba (Calophyllum calaba), louârooman (Ischnosiphon arouma), l'arali (Clusia sp.), yanga, yatta(g)hou (Syagrus amara sp?), taouanhi (Car. orth. tawa'i), calabouli.

2 Alonso de Herrera gave “auri” as the Indians' name for the native mute dog, now extinct.

1 Words so marked seem to be themselves of native origin.
Moreover, such Creole patois expressions as “titac”, tote, lélé (a swizzle stick), lolo (penis) probably derive from Carib: titaka, a little bit; totaka, to support; élé, energy; loloti, swollen.

Place names, principally those of rivers, were and to some extent still are Indian. Many, however, have been lost through constant rebaptism by new owners, while others, though still remembered by some, are no longer in general use. Thus Couanary has become Castle Bruce, Hiroulé is now Blenheim, Cachacrou is Scott’s Head, Mamelabou is Hodge’s. The following are taken from the Carib quarter and its immediate surroundings.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{aratu’ri (Atori, Ginette, French River).} & \quad \text{i’çuluka’ti (Cribiche, Crayfish River).} \\
\text{aka’yu (Ma’ Jenny, Raymond River).} & \quad \text{baraqi (Bataka: place and river).} \\
\text{gi’n^ku (same: a ridge).} & \quad \text{wu’ra (Big River: a dry ravine).} \\
\text{kua’ra’ka (Ravine Gros Rochers).} & \quad \text{ku’reak (Maho River).} \\
\text{kua’nara (Ravine Viville).} & \quad \text{pe’goua (same: river).} \\
\text{wu’çima (same: a ravine).} & \quad \text{çiméri (same: river).} \\
\text{ka’ra’ku (Ravine Viville).} & \quad \text{mantipo (same: river).} \\
\text{“mekeru” (old negro settlement).} & \quad \text{cachibo’nâ (Clyde River).} \\
\text{salby’ia (St. Marie).} & \quad \text{tu’lamô (Tweed River).} \\
\text{ay’waçu’ (same: a ravine).} & \quad \text{tu-ki ma-kura’-ue, tuki ma-kura’-ue} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The following little song was taught me by Chief Jolly John, who learned it from Tanaze, now dead:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tuki ma-kura’-ue, tuki ma-kura’-ue} \\
\text{They make war, 0 lazy one, They make war, 0 lazy one.} \\
\text{binhari tanura ma’mnere imu} \\
\text{unwilling thou to flee, thou my son} \\
\text{ka’-imâ bi-qi-ka-ni kai wa-ku (repeat last line more slowly, softly and with more emphasis) Come, take the lead. Come, wake up.} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Bar lines divide into groups, not into bars. The meaning of the words was not known to the singer and I cannot vouch for my own translation.

**Phrases, etc.**

1. **ma’brika (ma’buika) kariphu’na, yuru-ha’o katu karrêhi’?**
   
   Greeting, Carib, Carib, content you? strength

   (Are you well?)

2. **ité’lyë karrêhi (tuti or tuki karrêhi)**

   “so-so” strength (hardly).
ti'aka (tiakha'ba) nia'bu u'tu
to catch  I go fish

ka'ima waibu'ka a'kao-wa allia'gua
let us go away bathe (us) copulate

ba'yu bu'ka (ha'yu bu'ka) a'kao bu'ka etc.
Go (thou) away (go you) go bathe

ka'ima wa-ta'bura tunë
let us go-us-draw water

tabu' bu'ka tunë
draw go water

en' ni-ta'bu n'a'ku
here is closing my eyes (I'm going to sleep)

en ay a'takua, en ay-maeri
here thy drink, here thy food

'a'la kua'butu
I want a drink

en kai amulâi'
here let us appease it ("here's how")

ruba' yete takërë tu'në ni-a'takua
give here some water me to drink

makra'bu-ha'tina
thirst I have

ni-lam'-ha'tina
me hunger I have

ruba'yte twa-twa n'àti nu'ni nuraka'e
give here plenty food to eat (for) my belly

rubai paipaté puman iu'ti kumola'kha
bring go thou from thee a share to smoke (give me some of your tobacco to smoke)

bë'riha-ali arhya'bu ri'cha
lightning tonight rears up (stands out, flashes, streaks)

itë'ke karrëma'ti buinuha'ali nurakaë
thanks powerful (for having) filled my belly

me'keru k-hi'ingi ka'gi kamukuru (kama-, kamukulu)
black stinks like grass-gourd (the last word was also said to mean a ghost or spirit)

ibien' biam'buri ka'pa bi'nu
please four pence rum ("kapa" is corrupt English "copper", while "binu" is Spanish "vino")

pas chagrinez (patois) hábâna'; bai'-ba lakuriqi'
do not bother me not (imperative) go on the beach

lakarahi' ma'buri nu'ni
gather chaloupes to eat (chaloupe—kind of rock-shellfish)
(22) ba’i’-bai, hu’ya, ba’i’-bai: lakréd’ nu’bu (iubu)  
go away, rain, go away; it is my wish, my husband  
(or) as much my husband  
nuba’yahâ’ (iubayahâ) À’ku amè’ti la’ku (lime’ti ba’ku)  
I not jealous as (those) eyes  
ba’tibu  
thou hast (are of me)  

(23) nubuí’d’ru  
she is no longer a virgin.  

(24) cemë’ëti bano’ki  
good is thy ?  

(25) Ba’yu ri bam-bam  
Go make cassava bread  

---

1 This phrase seems rather obscure, though my informants were agreed as to the general meaning of the whole: that the woman was not jealous of her husband as the rain was jealous. I am very uncertain of the meanings of the two words “l-akrë’d” and “amë’ti”—or “lime’ti”. The first seems to have the same stem as Breton’s ao-cété, I wish; the latter to correspond with his amouî and ameni, celui qui, ceux qui, etc. On the other hand, the alternative—some of my informants gave the word as “lime’ti”—looks suspiciously like “mother-in-law.”  

1 This looks like Breton's nouloubou-enrou, given as “engouée”; but see above.
Basket making.
a, Hut in the Reserve.  b, Refreshments with bamboo for beaker.  c, Launching a canoe.  d, Mixed types: Mother and child.
a, Working on canoe before hauling.  
b, Hand adz at work on interior of canoe.  
c, Preparation for hauling canoe.
a, Drawing "la pite."  b, "La pite" fiber drying.  c, d, Spinning the twine.
Dominica Carib man and petroglyphs—Guadeloupe.